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ABSTRACT
This dissertation is focused on certain clustering and partitioning problems in networks. We
present a comprehensive study of the maximum independent union of cliques problem and its gen-
eralizations in uniform random graphs. The main result is the logarithmic upper bound, similarly
to the maximum clique, which suggests a subexponential algorithm. Then we propose a parallel
version of Russian Doll Search, an algorithm that can be used to find the maximum independent
union of cliques. We enhance existing verification procedure for this problem by a simple ob-
servation, which also leads to an elegant constant time biclique verification. Finally, we perform
the first computational study for finding Hadwiger’s number of a graph. We present several integer
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1. INTRODUCTION
Many complex real-life systems can be efficiently simulated in terms of Graph Theory. In these
systems, the components, subcomponents, or logically separate parts may be viewed as network
nodes, when the relations between these components may be described as arcs between respective
nodes.
Historically the first network is thought to be introduced by Swiss mathematician Leonhard
Euler back in 1735, where he solved the following graph traversing problem. The city of Kön-
ingsberg had several islands with seven bridges in between (Figure1 1.1). Euler had an interesting
question: “Could a person visit every island and return home crossing each of the seven bridges
only once?” This was an impossible question for that time, as tools and principles of modern math-
ematics, especially graph theory, were not well developed and understood. In his work [3] Euler
built the network with islands as nodes, arcs as bridges, and presented a rigorous proof with the
negative answer as well as discovered the famous formula V −E+F = 2, where V is the number
of nodes in the network, E is the number of arcs, and F is the number of faces.
There are many other examples of such structures. The first naïve example is a transportation
network, where nodes represent different locations, e.g., warehouses, airports, seaports, certain
places of interest, while arcs represent connectivity between two different locations, e.g., shipment
routes, airways, roads. The other “traditional” example for analysis is a social network, where
nodes represent people or groups, and arcs relate to social interaction. One of the interests of
analyzing social networks is determining coherent groups or clusters, also called cliques, because
they might reveal undiscovered information about an individual. An example is author’s Facebook
friends network, seen2 in Figure 1.2, where a highly-connected node #1 is the author’s girlfriend,
other connections are from high school in Ukraine creating cluster #2, undergrad school in Ukraine
for cluster #3, coworkers for cluster #4, Ukrainian friends in the USA for cluster #5, and grad
1Sketch by Matthäus Merian in 1652; modified by Bogdan Giuşcǎ and distributed under GFDL.
2Generated by https://lostcircles.com/.
1
Figure 1.1: Map of Köningsberg in 17th century
school for cluster #6. More “exotic” examples are financial networks [4], proteins interactions
networks [5], materials networks [6] and many others.
Nowadays businesses generate tones of data and want to be able to find interesting insights
about their performances. This causes the demand for jobs with “buzzing” skills such as data
mining, big data analysis, deep machine learning, and others; often many such problems may be
solved utilizing graph theoretical toolkit. In this dissertation we present theoretical studies as well
as algorithms with computational results about graph clustering problems.
1.1 Preliminaries
In Section 1.2 we present the summary of contributions of this dissertation. However, be-
fore that, the reader may need to become familiar with terminology and basic concepts discussed
thereof. This section introduces necessary terminology, optimization principles, random graphs,
and integer programming. More details will be provided to the reader whenever needed.
2
Figure 1.2: Facebook friendship network of the author
1.1.1 Graph theory terminology
The main problems discussed in this dissertation use the concept of a graph. There are two
standard vocabularies to talk about such objects in the literature: 1) a network with nodes and arcs;
2) a graph with vertices and edges. We will adhere to the latter one, however they may be used
interchangeably in other scientific works.
A graph is a pair of a vertex set and an edge set, denoted as G = (V,E), where V =
{v1, v2, . . . , vn} is the set of n vertices and E is the edge set. If the edge set is a subset of
V × V , i.e., Cartesian product or vertex pairs with order, then the graph is called directed, or





, i.e., all vertex pairs without order, then the graph is called undirected.
We call a graph to be simple, when it contains no loops, i.e., edges with coinciding endpoints, as
well as multiedges, i.e., multiple edges between two vertices. In this work all graphs considered





for a set S means
{{v, w} | v ∈ S,w ∈ S, v 6= w}.
For the edge {v, w} ∈ E, vertices v ∈ V and w ∈ V are called adjacent or neighbors while
the edge {v, w} is called incident to v and w. The set of all neighbors of a vertex v ∈ V is called
the neighborhood of v and denoted as NG(v) = {w | {v, w} ∈ E}, and its cardinality dG(v) =
|NG(v)| is called the degree of a vertex v. The minimum and maximum degree in G is denoted by
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δ(G) and ∆(G), respectively. A graphG′ = (V ′, E ′) is a subgraph of graphG = (V,E) if V ′ ⊆ V
and E ′ ⊆ E. Given a subset of vertices S ⊆ V , the corresponding induced subgraph is the graph
obtained from G by deleting all vertices V \S together with edges incident to at least one of them,
denoted by G[S]. We call two graphs G = (V,E) and G′ = (V ′, E ′) isomorphic if there exists a
bijective map f : V → V ′ such that E ′ = {{f(v), f(w)} | {v, w} ∈ E}, i.e., they differ only in
vertex labeling. We call two graphs non-isomorphic otherwise.
A path of length p between vertices v and w in G is a subgraph of G defined by alternating
sequence of distinct vertices and edges v = v0, e0, v1, e1, . . . , vp−1, ep−1, vp = w such that every
ei = {vi, vi+1} ∈ E for all i. Two vertices v and w are called connected in G, if there exists a
path between v and w. A graph is called connected if every two vertices are connected, otherwise
it is called disconnected. A connected component of a graph G = (V,E) is the subset of vertices
S ⊆ V such that the induced subgraph G[S] is connected and there is no edge between S and
V \S. The distance between two vertices v and w in G is the smallest length of a path from v to w.
The largest distance in G is called the diameter of G and denoted by diam(G). The connectivity
κ(G) of G is the minimum number of vertices whose deletion yields a disconnected graph or a
graph with a single vertex. A cycle is the path with the same start and end vertices. The density
of graph G = (V,E) is the ratio of number of its edges to the total number of possible edges and
denoted by ρ(G) = |E|
(|V |2 )
.
For further information about graph related concepts and facts, we refer the reader to [7].
1.1.2 Graph families
Further in the dissertation, we will talk about graph clustering, hence a natural question arises:
“What is a cluster?” There is no single answer to this question, as different applications may
require different definitions of a “cluster”. Typically they all require it to be some kind of a “tightly-
knit” group of vertices. Here we will provide several models for a cluster as well as other graph
types used throughout the study.
The most restricted model of a cluster is a complete graph, where every two vertices are adja-
cent (Figure 1.3), and its set of vertices is called a clique. That is, a clique is a subset of vertices
4
Figure 1.3: Complete graph on 16 vertices
inducing a subgraph which is a complete graph.
Definition 1. A complete graph is a graph G = (V,E) in which every two nodes are adjacent, i.e.,
for every v, w ∈ V, v 6= w it holds that {v, w} ∈ E. A clique is a subset of vertices inducing a
complete subgraph.
However, for many application such definition of a cluster might be over restrictive. This issue
can be addressed by relaxing certain clique defining properties [8]. The following proposition from
aforementioned work suggests alternative definitions of a clique.







2. diam(G[C]) = 1;
3. δ(G[C]) = |C| − 1;
4. ρ(G[C]) = 1;
5. κ(G[C]) = |C| − 1.
3Not a complete list.
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Here |E(G[C])| denotes the set of edges of the induced subgraph G[C].
“Relaxing”, i.e., restrictively letting the right hand side to have different values, these defin-
ing properties help coming up with alternative definitions of a cluster. Consider the following
examples.
Definition 2. Given a fixed non-negative integer s, an s-defective clique is a subset of vertices







In other words, it is a clique missing at most s edges.
Definition 3. Given a fixed positive integer s, an s-plex is a subset of vertices S ⊆ V , such that
δ(G[S]) ≥ |S| − s.
Definition 4. Given a fixed 0 ≤ γ ≤ 1, a γ-quasi clique is a subset of vertices S ⊆ V , such that
ρ(G[S]) ≥ γ.
Definition 5. Given a fixed positive integer s, an s-bundle is a subset of vertices S ⊆ V , such that
κ(G[S]) ≥ |S| − s.
Definition 6. Given a fixed positive integer s, an s-club is a subset of vertices S ⊆ V , such that
diam(G[S]) ≤ s.
An alternative way of defining clique relaxations is by enforcing a property that defines a clique
on a set of vertices of fixed cardinality, e.g., k + 1 [8]. This leads to the following definitions.




Definition 8. Given a fixed non-negative integer k, an k-block is a subset of vertices S ⊆ V , such
that
κ(G[S]) ≥ k.
As the reader may see, there are many ways to define a cluster using defining properties. As the
list is not complete, and as different properties can be combined, we do not present all relaxations
for the sake of brevity. We will only mention that there are other definitions of a cluster based on
clique relaxations used in the literature, for example α-cluster [9] and k-community [10, 11].
In addition, there are certain graph families discussed later in the dissertation. Firstly, let’s
define a complement graph.







Based on the complimentarity principle, a well-studied structure is a stable or independent set.
Definition 10. A stable or independent set is a subset of vertices in which every two vertices are
not adjacent, i.e., the corresponding induced subgraph is the complement of a complete graph.
Definition 11. A bipartite graph is a graph G = (V,E) whose vertices can be divided into two
vertex-disjoint and independent sets U and V such that every edge connects a vertex in U to one
in V .
Definition 12. A graph G = (V,E) is a complete bipartite graph or biclique if V can be parti-
tioned into two non-overlapping independent sets (it is bipartite) and every vertex of the first set is
adjacent to every vertex of the second set.
1.1.3 Graph clustering
As discussed before, it may be interesting and insightful to partition a network representation
of a real-life system into “communities” or “tightly-knit” groups of nodes, either overlapping or
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non-overlapping. The two main approaches presented in the literature are: 1) computing the parti-
tioning/clustering based on some metric, e.g., modularity [12]; 2) partitioning the graph into clus-
ters of a certain type, e.g., cliques, clique relaxations, k-communities, etc., and then trying either
minimize the number of clusters or maximize the cluster coverage [8, 13]. In both approaches it is
often important to know the initial number of clusters or seeds to complete the clustering process,
as many algorithms assume it as their input. For example, one of the state of the art algorithms
is called k-means clustering, which tries to cluster the data constructing groups of nodes that are
“close” to each other, with a measure provided. Hence, we have particular interest in determining
the “natural” number of clusters as the essential global characteristic of a network.
In order to estimate this number, we propose to focus on cluster editing [14] or cluster vertex
deletion [15, 16] techniques. Suppose you are given the data with a constructed network repre-
sentation which is perfectly clusterable. However, there are certain errors or noise in the inferred
binary relation. There are two ways to “clean” the data, so that every connected component of a
graph has a certain type, e.g., a clique. The first one is to edit, i.e., remove or add, the minimum
amount of edges. This is a “liberal” approach as it keeps all data. The second, on the contrary,
is the “conservative” one which tries to eliminate the minimum amount of vertices keeping only
“good” data. In both approaches, the resulting number of clusters can be an input to other algo-
rithms as well as clusters themselves can be used as “seed” clusters, i.e., those that can be expanded
by assigning vertices from outside.
In Section 2 and Section 3 we study the structure called independent union of cliques (IUC).
An IUC is graph whose every connected component is a clique, i.e., it is a vertex-disjoint union
of cliques. We also generalize this problem for any other cluster type. The problem of finding the
maximum IUC of a graph is relatively novel [1], and we analyze its behaviour on uniform random
graphs and also propose an effective exact algorithm.
1.1.4 Optimization
Through the ages people tend to optimize the life around. Consider creation of a wheel to
be able to transport heavy object efficiently all the way to updating our smartphones each year
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for faster ones. Mathematical optimization roots from ancient time when about 300 B.C Euclid
considers the minimal distance between a point and a line and shows that a rectangle with the
greatest area is a square [17]. Centuries later, in 1657 Pierre de Fermat formulates his famous
principle4 that suggests nature behaves in the “optimal” way. Hence, by studying optimization, we
also study the laws of the universe.
In this dissertation we consider mainly combinatorial optimization problems. This is a princi-
ple term without a rigorous definition. Generally speaking, combinatorial optimization deals with
a finite collection of objects while looking for the “optimum” object. Instead of checking each
object one by one, we attempt to incorporate more efficient methods [18].
Most of the problems discussed in this work ask to find the largest subset of vertices in a graph
satisfying certain properties. For example, finding the largest cluster which is a clique is referred
to as the maximum clique problem.
Definition 13. Given a graph G = (V,E) the maximum clique problem asks to find such subset of
vertices S ⊆ V such that G[S] is a clique and |S| is maximized.
The size of a maximum clique is called the clique number of a graph G and denoted as ω(G).
The size of a maximum independent set is called the stability number of a graph G and denoted
as α(G). Other problems such as the maximum bipartite set, maximum s-plex, and others can be
similarly defined.
1.1.5 Linear and Integer Programming
One of the most powerful approaches to solve a combinatorial optimization problem is to for-
mulate it as an integer programming problem. There are powerful commercial software packages
available solving such formulations “out-of-the-box”. The scheme is the following: there are de-
cisions to be made, each decision is represented by the value of one or more decision variables
x = {xi}ni=1; there is a way to measure which decision is better than the other by computing a nu-
meric value, called the objective; additionally there are certain constraints to be met. Whenever the
4Or the principle of least time: a path taken between two points by a ray of light is the path that can be traversed in
the least time.
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objective and constraints are linear, such formulations are called linear programming (LP) models.
A generic LP model can be described as
(linear program) max
x
{cTx | Ax ≤ b}.
The expression cTx is called the objective function. All decision satisfying constraints are
feasible and altogether form the feasible region {x | Ax ≤ b}. Linear problem is a subset of
convex optimization and can be solved in polynomial time using ellipsoid method [19, 20]. Despite
its theoretical quickness, this method typically demonstrates poor performance in practice and it is
being replaced by efficient simplex method [21].
Even though LP models can simulate many processes and problems, they might be too restric-
tive for combinatorial optimization problems. Hence, decision variables are made to be restricted
only to integer values, resulting in integer linear programming (IP) models, where the word “lin-
ear” is typically dropped. The problems with both integer and continuous decision variables are
begin referred to as mixed integer programming (MIP) models. In special case decision variables
can take only values 0 or 1, typically representing yes/no decision, which leads to a special class




{cTx | Ax ≤ b, x ∈ Zn},
(mixed integer program) max
x
{cTx | Ax ≤ b, x = (x1, x2), x1 ∈ Zn1 , x2 ∈ Rn2},
(0-1 program) max
x∈{0,1}n
{cTx | Ax ≤ b}.
A linear relaxation of an integer program max
x
{cTx | Ax ≤ b, x ∈ Zn} is the linear program
max
x
{cTx | Ax ≤ b}, i.e., where integral constraints are removed. Since integer programs are
often NP-hard, a linear relaxation is a fast way to find a bound on the optimal objective value.
For more information on integer programs please refer to [22, 23, 24].
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1.2 Summary of Contributions
In Chapter 2, we define the maximum independent union of cliques (IUC), the maximum in-
dependent union of Π problems, and present their extensive analysis on uniform random graphs
alongside other useful facts. These problems model clustering of a graph and thus are important
to study from graph clustering perspective. One of the results is that the probability of a uniform
random graph on n vertices with p = 0.5 form an IUC is 2−(
n
2)Bn, where Bn is n-th Bell number,
which nicely matches the probability 2−(
n
2) to form a clique; for other values of p the probability
is unlikely to be expressed as a closed formula. We discover that the maximum IUC has a loga-
rithmic upper bound on uniform random graphs. Furthermore, it is close to the maximum clique
in dense graphs and far from the maximum independent set in sparse graphs. In addition, we show
that every graph has an IUC at least logarithmic size, implying that uniform random graphs are
the worst graphs to cluster in some sense. Hence, a reasonable definition of a cluster property Π
may include the requirement to have a logarithmic upper bound on the size of a maximum IUΠ set
in ER graphs. We provide easily verifiable sufficient conditions to detect such properties. After
applying them for various clique relaxations, we discover that the independent union of s-defective
cliques and s-plex satisfy the bound, the independent union of γ-quasi cliques satisfies the bound
for sparse graphs and certain values of γ, while s-clubs do not satisfy this requirement and hence
are not recommended to be used as a cluster model in this setting.
In Chapter 3, we study the Russian Doll Search (RDS) algorithm which can be efficiently used
to find the maximum IUC in a graph as well as find other hereditary subgraphs. We present the
key element of the algorithm, called a verifier, for IUC with linear complexity as well as for a
biclique with constant complexity. Afterwards, we develop the parallel version of the algorithm
for the shared-memory and distributed-memory computing models, perform extensive computa-
tional experiment to measure the speed up, and obtain best solutions known so far. It appears that
the shared-memory version of the algorithm must perform not worse than the sequential one for
unweighted graphs. This allows comparison of the combinatorial algorithms to IP solvers be more
fair as the latter ones often efficiently utilize parallel capabilities of modern computers. We also
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emphasize a certain algorithmic property which might help to develop faster verifiers in the future.
In Chapter 4, we provide the first study of the Hadwiger’s number of a graph from optimization
perspective. We provide several integer formulations as well as a heuristic and scale-reduction
techniques, and compute the number alongside the well-known chromatic number, supporting the
longstanding Hadwiger’s conjecture. We discover that the separator-based formulation performs
the best and establish an extended formulation for the problem.
Finally, we conclude and present future research ideas in Chapter 5.
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2. ASYMPTOTIC BOUNDS FOR INDEPENDENT UNIONS IN RANDOM GRAPHS
2.1 Background and research questions
The maximum IUC problem, i.e., finding the subgraph with the largest amount of vertices
which is an IUC, and the complementary problem, cluster vertex deletion, i.e., deleting the mini-
mum amount of vertices so that the resulting graph is an IUC, received little attention in the litera-
ture. This problem is proved to beNP-hard on various graph types, such as planar, claw-free, and
bipartite, together with the first computational study [1]. Another direction of the research focuses
on fixed-parameter tracking algorithms [15, 16].
In this section we study the maximum IUC problem as well as its generalization on uniform
random graphs. We present the logarithmic upper bound, which suggests the quasi-polynomial
(subexponential) algorithm to find the maximum IUC. On the one hand, this is somewhat unex-
pected, given that both cliques and independent sets yield feasible solutions for the corresponding
problems and their independent union is suspected to be much larger, and they both have a loga-
rithmic lower bound [25, 26]. On the other hand, this result is supported by the observation that
uniform random graphs are “unclusterable” by design.
Uniform random graphs often appear as initial testing instances for new algorithms, thus it
is important to know if the problem is “easy” and the performance gain with respect to previous
algorithms happens because of exploiting characteristics of these graphs or actual improvements.
In addition, uniform random graphs typically reveal useful insights about a problem. It is fair to
note, that these graphs rarely appear as the result of modeling a real-life network. Those typically
satisfy the small-world property and are power-law graphs [27].
2.2 Definitions and basic observations
2.2.1 Uniform random graphs
A uniform random graph, also called Erdős-Rényi (ER) graph, is a graph G(n, p) with n ver-
tices and where every edge has a constant probability 0 ≤ p ≤ 1 to appear independently at
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random [28, 29, 30]. The classical result by Matula [25] and later enhanced by Bollobas [26]
implies, that the size of the maximum clique of a random graph w(G(n, p)) is at most O(log 1
p
(n)).
Of course, this implies that the size of the maximum independent set α(G(n, p)) is at most
O(log 1
1−p
(n)). For more about structures in uniform random graphs, we refer the reader to [28, 31,
32].
2.2.2 Independent unions
Generalizing the IUC structure, we provide the definition about an independent component
and independent union of properties. A property Π is an abstract description which selects certain
graphs among all graphs, for example clique, 3-plex, bipartite, or any other.
Definition 14. An independent component of graph G = (V,E) is a subset of vertices I ⊆ V such
that there are no edges between I and V \ I .
This definition is similar to the definition of a connected component in Section 1.1.1, relaxing
the connectivity requirements.
Definition 15. For a given property Π, a Π-set S is a graph/induced subgraph G[S] satisfying Π.
Definition 16. An independent union of Π-sets (IUΠ) is a graph/induced subgraph G[S], where
exists partitioning such that every independent component is a Π-set and denoted as U(Π).
It is important to define IUΠ set carefully. Definition using connected components fails when
Π is disconnected; it is also not rigorous because partitioning a graph into independent components
might not be unique. Consider a graph that is an independent set. Then any partitioning yields a
union of independent components. Hence, we require only the existence of such partitioning. The
maximum IUΠ problem asks to find the maximum induced U(Π) subgraph, its size is called the
Π-independence number of graphG, and denoted as αΠ. This is the extension to the notation about
IUC problem[1], where the maximum IUC size is denoted as αω.
Even though it may be difficult to verify quickly for certain Π if a graph is IUΠ, if Π is a clique,
there is a simple verification for IUC. There is a well-know folklore criteria, proved, for example,
here [1], that checks existence of open triangles, i.e., paths on three vertices (Figure 2.1).
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Figure 2.1: Open and closed triangles
Theorem 1. A graph G = (V,E) is an IUC if and only if it does not contain any open triangles as
induced subgraphs.
Proof. If a graph is an IUC and contains an open triangle then there are two nodes (endpoints of
that open triangle) that are not in a clique but in the same connected component. Other way, if there
are no open triangles, in a connected component every two nodes are adjacent and it is a clique.
Indeed, if they are not, there still exists a path, since they share the same connected component
(and we consider components with size at least three). Choose the shortest one, its length is at
least three. Consider first three vertices. If they do not form an open triangle, that there is a path
strictly shorter and this is a contradiction.
2.2.3 Defining functions
For the results in this section, we require the concept of defining functions.
Definition 17. Given a random graph G(n, p) and a property Π, a defining function ζ(Π;n, p) is
the probability that G satisfies Π.
For rigorous usage of graph properties, we enforce certain constraints on them. We call a
property nontrivial, if every graph with one vertex satisfies Π, and not every graph satisfies Π. We
call a property interesting, if there are graphs with arbitrary large number of vertices satisfying
Π. We call a property connected, if Π implies graph connectivity. An interesting fact is that if a
property Π is also hereditary on induced subgraphs, i.e., for every S ⊆ V such that G[S] satisfies

































Table 2.1: Examples of defining functions.
subset of vertices satisfying Π is NP-hard [33]. Examples of hereditary properties are a clique,
s-defective, and s-plex. Trivially, if Π is hereditary, then U(Π) is also hereditary. From now we
assume that any considered property Π is nontrivial and interesting, unless mentioned otherwise.
Proposition 2. Given any graph property Π, the following holds for its defining function:
1. ζ(U(Π);n, p) ≥ ζ(Π;n, p),
2. ζ(Π; 1, p) = 1 if Π is nontrivial,
3. ζ(U(Π);n, p) ≥ (1− p)(
n
2) if Π is nontrivial,
4. ζ(Π;n, p) ≤ ζ(Π;n− 1, p) if Π is hereditary.
Proof. 1. Π-set is also a U(Π)-set.
2. Every singleton vertex satisfies any nontrivial property Π.
3. An independent set satisfies U(Π) for nontrivial Π.
4. Consider G(n, p) and a graph after removal of a single vertex G′. Then P {G satisfies Π} =










Figure 2.2: Proof for Observation 1
2.3 Open triangles in random graphs
Since open triangles (Figure 2.1) play a vital role in description of the IUC structure, it is
interesting to study their behavior in general and on ER graphs. Following observations have been
made.
Observation 1. There are non-isomorphic graphs with identical open triangle sets.
Proof. Refer to Figure 2.2. Open triangles are {1, 2, 3} and {1, 2, 4} for both graphs.
Observation 1 tells that open triangle set does not define the initial graph. However, they still
completely define the solution for the maximum IUC problem.






(A2 ◦ (1− A))ij,
where A ◦ B is a Hadamard (element-wise) matrix product and 1 is the matrix with all elements
equal to 1.
Proof. By the simple counting argument. For details please refer to [34].
Observation 3. The expected number of open triangles in a random graph G(n; p) can be com-






Proof. Either by substitutingA = {aij} = p in Observation 2 or noticing that a set of three vertices
forms a open triangle with probability 3p2(1− p).
The Observation 3 suggests that graphs with density close to 2
3
have the maximum number of
open triangles.
The following natural question arises: what is the maximum number of open triangles in a
graph? The very first guess is the number of all possible triplets (subsets size 3). However, as
shown in [34], this is not true. The maximum number of open triangles in any graph G with n






(Figure 2.3). We list the theorem here, however provide only the
proof for even n, based on counting in [35]. For both odd and even n argument, please refer to the
aforementioned work [34]. Counting various triangles is shown to be fruitful for the graph analysis
toolkit [36, 37].




















and the extreme graph being a complete bipartite graph with balanced parts.
Proof. Consider a graph G = (V,E) with n vertices and m edges. Let A = {aij}{i,j}∈(V2) be the
adjacency matrix. We introduce the notation
∆i(G) = {{u, v, w} : u, v, w ∈ V, auv + auw + avw = i}, i = 0, 1, 2, 3,
i.e., ∆3 is a full triangle, ∆2 is an open triangles, ∆0 is a triplet without any edges, and finally ∆1
is the only case left (partial triangle).
Every edge is part of some triangle (full, open or partial). For every edge, there are n − 2
remaining vertices; with all of them it forms a triangle. Summing all up, full triangles are counted
3 times, open triangles 2 times, partial triangle once. Hence,
m(n− 2) = 3|∆3|+ 2|∆2|+ |∆1|. (2.2)
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Let xj be the number of vertices of degree j in the graph G. Then
n∑
j=0
xj = n and
n∑
j=1
jxj = 2m. (2.3)
Consider a neighborhood of a vertex; every 2 edges from it are a part of either full or open








xj = 3|∆3|+ |∆2|. (2.4)
Subtracting (2.4) from (2.2), the number of open and partial triangles is








Setting equation (2.5) as the objective of an integer program (maximize |∆2| ≤ |∆1| + |∆2|)

















xj ∈ Z+ ∪ {0}, j = 0, . . . , n.
(2.6)
This is a knapsack problem and its solution can be found analytically [22] by saturating the
object with the most cost. The cost for xj is 12 (−j
2 + (n− 1)j), parabola with one maximum
located at j∗ = n−1
2
. If n is even, saturate either combination of xj1 and xj2 , where j1 = bn−12 c and
j2 = dn−12 e. Thence, the objective value equals to the one claimed in the theorem and achieved for
a complete bipartite graph. For odd n this method results in a non-zero number of partial triangles
and does not provide a tight bound.
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Figure 2.3: Ratio of the maximum number of open triangles to the number of all triplets
2.4 Random graph as critical graph
The maximum IUC problem has an interesting question: what is the smallest maximum IUC
in a graph G with n vertices? A clique is a feasible solution and its smallest subgraph is just a
singleton vertex, if G is an independent set; an independent set is also a feasible solution with the
same smallest subgraph when G is a complete graph. However, these two observations does not
provide any insights about IUC and it appears to be much more challenging question. For further
results, we need several facts about Ramsey numbers theory [38].
Definition 18. A Ramsey number R(s, t) is the smallest number such that every graph G = (V,E)
with |V | ≥ R(s, t) must contain either a clique of cardinality s or an independent set of cardinality
t.
When a graph has at least R(s, s) vertices, then its maximum IUC is at least s. The result from







1Currently there exist better bounds [40, 41], however they do not significantly improve our result.
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Applying Stirling approximation yields R(s, s) ≤ 4s−2 +1. Hence, for a graph with n vertices,
log2(n− 1) ≤ 2(s− 2), implying that the smallest maximum IUC is greater than log2(n)/2. This
result also suggests that random graphs may be considered as “critical” graphs, where this estimate
is tight with respect to a constant, as follows from our bound in Section 2.6.1.
2.5 Sufficient conditions for a logarithmic bound
Following the framework by Matula in [25] for the maximum clique problem in uniform ran-
dom graphs, we extend it for any graph property using defining functions. Let Xk be a random
variable representing the number of subgraphs with k vertices satisfying a property Π in G(n, p).
Then probability






The idea is to find the largest k such that E[Xk] is still greater than 1. Conversely, given some
function f(n) where n is the number of vertices of a graph G, if E[Xf(n)]→ 0 when n→∞, then
G has no Π-set with high probability. The next lemma is the extension of the fact used in Matula’s
work combining with preceding ideas, substituting Π with U(Π).
Lemma 1. Consider a uniform random graph G(n, p) and a nontrivial, interesting property Π.
Let
ζ(U(Π);n, p) ≤ a(
n
2)Qn (2.7)
for some a ∈ (0, 1) and {Qn : n ≥ 1}, such that
Qn+1 ≤ CnQn (2.8)
for some C > 0, and n > N , where N is some natural number. Then the Π-independence number
αΠ(G(n, p)) satisfies the inequality








for any ε > 0 with high probability.
Proof. From the recurrence relation for Qn, it follows that Qn ≤ Cn−1(n− 1)!QN . Then,


























Substituting k with f(n) = (2 + ε) log 1
a








The right-hand side of the last inequality tends to 0 when n → ∞. Thus, the cardinality of a
maximum U(Π)-set is bounded above by f(n) with high probability.
Establishing logarithmic lower bounds in uniform random graphs is easy. Bollobas in [26]
showed this for a clique and consecutively an independent set in a random graph. Hence, the
following lemma holds.
Lemma 2. For an interesting, nontrivial property Π, the U(Π)-independence number of a uniform
random graph G(n, p) satisfies the inequality
αΠ(G(n, p)) ≥ (1 + ε) log 1
1−p
(n)
for any ε > 0 with high probability. Furthermore, if Π holds for complete graphs, then
αΠ(G(n, p)) ≥ (1 + ε) log 1
p
(n)
for any ε > 0 with high probability.
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Proof. If Π is trivial, then αΠ(G) ≥ α(G). From [26], α(G) ≥ (1 + ε) log 1
1−p
(n).
If Π holds for complete graphs, then αΠ(G) ≥ ω(G). From [26], ω(G) ≥ (1 + ε) log 1
p
(n).
Upper bounds are much more difficult to establish in practice. As it can be seen, in order
to apply Lemma 1, one should be able to calculate or at least to estimate ζ(U(Π);n, p) given a
property Π; often there exists no closed formula. The next theorem demonstrates the full-history
recurrent relation to serve this purpose.
Theorem 3. Given a nontrivial, interesting property Π with the defining function ζ(Π;n, p), the








ζ(Π; k, p)(1− p)k(n−k)ζ(U(Π);n− k, p), (2.10)
where ζ(U(Π); 0, p) = ζ(U(Π); 1, p) = 1. If Π is connected then (2.10) holds at equality.
Proof. Assume Π is connected. Fix a vertex v0. Let V denote the set of vertices of G(n, p).
If G(n, p) satisfies U(Π) then the connected component of G(n, p) that contains v0 satisfies the
property Π. Assume that this connected component has k vertices given by a Π-set SΠk . The k − 1






• P1(n, k, p) denote the probability that SΠk is a Π-set in G(n, p);
• P2(n, k, p) be the probability that V \ SΠk is a U(Π)-set in G(n, p);
• P3(n, k, p) denote the probability that there are no edges between SΠk and V \SΠk in G(n, p).








P1(n, k, p)P2(n, k, p)P3(n, k, p).
We have (see Figure 2.4 for an illustration):






Figure 2.4: Illustration for the recurrence relation
P2(n, k, p) = ζ(U(Π);n− k, p),
P3(n, k, p) = (1− p)k(n−k),
yielding (2.10) at equality. If Π is not connected, the equality transforms into inequality, because
v0 can belong to multiple k-vertex Π-sets.








ζ(Π;n− i, p)(1− p)i(n−i)ζ(U(Π); i, p). (2.11)















in (2.11), the resulting expression is
a convolution of certain generating functions [42].
The next lemma introduces the technique that if a criterion for an overestimate holds for a









ζ(Π; k, p)(1− p)k(n−k)ζ̄(U(Π);n− k, p), (2.12)
where ζ̄(U(Π); 0, p) = ζ̄(U(Π); 1, p) = 1. Then ζ̄(U(Π);n, p) ≥ ζ(U(Π);n, p) for any n ≥ 0.
Proof. We use induction. The inequality clearly holds for n = 0. Assume it holds for any n ≤ N .
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Then















ζ(Π; k, p)(1− p)k(N+1−k)ζ(U(Π);N + 1− k, p)
≥ ζ̄(U(Π);N + 1, p),
where the first inequality is due to the induction assumption and the second inequality is due
to (2.10).
For two real-valued functions f(x) and g(x), we say that f(x) = O(g(x)) (pronounced as f
is a big-O of g) if and only if there exists such C > 0 that starting from some x it holds that
|f(x)| ≤ C|g(x)|.
Now we are ready for the criteria for logarithmic upper bounds based on property Π.
Theorem 4. The following asymptotic bounds on the Π-independence number αΠ(G(n, p)) of a
uniform random graph are valid.
1. If ζ(Π; t+ 1, p)/ζ(Π; t, p) = O(t(1− p)t) as t→∞ then







with high probability for every ε > 0.
2. If p ≥ 1/2 and ζ(Π; t+ 1, p)/ζ(Π; t, p) = O(tpt) as t→∞ then







with high probability for every ε > 0.




Q′n = (1− p)
−(n2)ζ̄(U(Π);n, p). (2.15)
Then (2.7) is satisfied with a = 1− p and Qn = Q′n, but (2.8) also needs to be ensured in order for
















i.e., the ratio of the probability that G(n, p) satisfies Π to the probability that graph’s vertex set
forms an independent set.










ζ1(n− i+ 1)Q′i +Q′n. (2.18)
If ζ(Π; t+ 1, p)/ζ(Π; t, p) = O(t(1− p)t), then
1
n− i
ζ1(n− i+ 1) ≤ C ′ζ1(n− i)
for some C ′ > 0. Hence,
Q′n+1 ≤ (1 + C ′n)Q′n ≤ 2C ′nQ′n
(assuming C ′n ≥ 1). Thus, (2.8) holds and the result follows immediately from Lemma 1.
2. Similarly, let

























that is, the ratio of the probability that G(n, p) satisfies Π to the probability that graph’s vertex set














If ζ(Π; t+ 1, p)/ζ(Π; t, p) = O(tpt), then
1
n− i
ζ2(n− i+ 1)ri ≤ C ′′ζ2(n− i)
for some C ′′ > 0. Hence,
Q′′n+1 ≤ (1 + C ′′n)Q′′n ≤ 2C ′′nQ′′n
(assuming C ′′n ≥ 1). Thus, (2.8) holds and the result follows immediately from Lemma 1.
Corollary 2. The results of Theorem 4 hold even when ζ(Π; t+ 1, p)/ζ(Π; t, p) is replaced with
ζ̂(Π; t+ 1, p)/ζ̂(Π; t, p), where ζ̂(Π; t, p) ≥ ζ(Π; t, p) for any t.
Proof. Apply Theorem 4 with ζ̂(Π; t, p) and notice that (2.7) holds true for ζ(U(Π);n, p).
Logarithmic upper bounds imply a quasi-exponential (subpolynomial) algorithm for finding
the maximum IUΠ structure if U(Π)-set is polynomially recognizable. Algorithm 1 checks all
subsets with size less than specified upper bound C log(n) for n vertices; the running time is
O(2poly(C log(n))), where poly(n) is the time needed to recognize U(Π).
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Algorithm 1 Find maximum IUΠ in G(n, p) = (V,E)
1: R = ∅
2: for every subset S ⊆ V such that |S| ≤ C log(|V |) do
3: if |S| > |R| AND S satisfies U(Π) then
4: R← S
5: return R
2.6 Application to clique relaxations
In this section we provide the application our sufficient condition to clique relaxation such as
s-defective clique, s-plex, and γ-quasi clique. Additionally, we present stronger results for the
maximum IUC.
2.6.1 Clique




and conditions for Theorem 4 trivially hold.
Theorem 5. The size of the maximum IUC in a uniform random graph G(n, p) is at most (2 +
ε) log1/p(n) + 1 with high probability.
However, there are much stronger and fruitful results for the maximum IUC in random graphs.
The Table 2.2 illustrates the defining function of IUC for the first several values of n. When plotted
versus the defining function of a clique, i.e., ζ(n, p) = p(
n
2), it is noticeable that for the dense case
(p > 0.5) two functions converge (see Figure 2.5). This observation will be established formally
in the following theorem.
Theorem 6. For 0.5 < p ≤ 1 we have ζ(IUC;n, p) ∼ p(
n
2) as n→∞.




2) = 1. Suppose





0 – 2 1
3 1− 3p2 + 3p3
4 1− 12p2 + 32p3 − 39p4 + 24p5 − 5p6
5 1− 30p2 + 130p3 − 270p4 + 318p5 − 195p6 + 10p7 + 75p8 − 50p9 + 12p10
6 1− 60p2 + 360p3 − 945p4 + 792p5 + 2775p6 − 12090p7 + 25035p8 − 34240p9
+33204p10 − 23130p11 + 11385p12 − 3780p13 + 765p14 − 71p15
Table 2.2: ζ(n, p) for n = 0, . . . , 6 for an IUC.















(a) n = 3















(b) n = 4















(c) n = 5















(d) n = 6
Figure 2.5: Probability ζ(Π;n, p) of the vertex set of G(n, p) to form an IUC and a clique for
n = 3, 4, 5, and 6
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Let r = (1− p)/p, then 0 ≤ r < 1. It is sufficient to prove that Qn → 1 when n→∞.
Note that























rt(n−t) (1 +Dt) . (2.23)












rt(n−t) (1 +Dt) + r






r, t = 1, . . . , n− 1. (2.25)









For r < 1 there exists b such that r < b < 1. The coefficient for Dn tends to r when n→∞, thus
there exists a natural N such that for every n ≥ N
Dn+1 ≤ bDn + rn. (2.27)
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Thus, we have
Dn+m ≤ bmDn + rn
m−1∑
i=0




Fix ε > 0. Since lim
n→∞
rn





for every n ≥ N1. Also,
lim
m→∞
bmDN1 = 0, so there exists suchN2 ∈ N such that bmDN1 ≤ ε2 for everym ≥ N2. Therefore,
for every n ≥ N1 +N2 from (2.28) Dn ≤ ε. This proves that Dn → 0 when n→∞.
Theorem 6 implies logarithmic upper bound for an IUC using techniques from [25] similar to
Lemma 1.
For the case when p = 1/2, a neat result can be shown. The defining function for an IUC
convolutes into a closed formula which is similar to the defining function of a clique.
Theorem 7. For p = 0.5, we have
ζ (IUC;n, 0.5) = 2−(
n
2)Bn, (2.29)
where Bn is the n-th Bell number.
Proof. Here Π is a clique. Substitute ζ(Π;n, 0.5) = 2−(
n
2) to (2.11). Then











2)ζ(U(Π); t, 0.5). (2.30)
Define Bn = 2(
n









with B0 = 1. This relation is precisely the relation for the n-th Bell number [42], so
ζ(U(Π);n, 0.5) = 2−(
n
2)Bn.
The result of Theorem 7 can be also obtained by a simpler thought argument. For the case




2) to appear. Since the n-th Bells number Bn is the number of different partitions
of a graph on n vertices [43], it is also the total number of IUCs on n vertices, since we can look
at each partition as a clique and no edges between them. Hence, the probability of a graph to form
an IUC is 2−(
n
2)Bn.
Observation 4. The number of graphs on n vertices that form IUC is Bn, where Bn is n-th Bell’s
number.







techniques from [25] similarly to Lemma 1 can be successfully applied independently from Theo-
rem 4.
The last case is the sparse uniform random graph (p < 0.5). Here, even though for p = 0 the
independent set is an IUC, for other 0 < p < 0.5 it is apparently not a good approximation for an
IUC as it follows from Theorem 8.
Theorem 8. For 0 < p ≤ 1 we have ζ (IUC;n, p)/(1− p)(
n
2) →∞ as n→∞.
Proof. For p > 0.5 and p = 0.5 the result follows directly from Theorems 6 and 7, respectively.
Let Π be a clique. Assume 0 < p < 0.5. Let
ζ(U(Π); t, p) = (1− p)(
t
2)Qt,
where Q0 = 1. Then substituting this and ζ(Π;n− i, p) = p(
n−i


















Denoting r̄ = p/(1− p), we get
(1− p)(
n























For this purpose, we show that






for any n ≥ 0. We use induction on n. The statement clearly holds for n = 0, 1. Assume (2.33)









































This completes the proof.
2.6.2 Defective clique
In this subsection we present the example of an application of Theorem 4 in the case when
property Π is an s-defective clique.
Theorem 9. The cardinality of a maximum U(Π)-set in G(n, p) is O(log n) with high probability
when Π is an s-defective clique.
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Proof. We show that Theorem 4 applies in this case. We have
































































≤ 2, i ∈ {0, . . . , s− 1} for sufficiently large n. Thus,
ζ̂(Πs, n+ 1, p)
ζ̂(Πs, n, p)
≤ 2snpn
and the cardinality of a maximum independent union of s-defective cliques in G(n, p) is O(log n)
with high probability.
2.6.3 Plex
In this subsection we present the example of an application of Theorem 4 in the case when
property Π is an s-plex.
Theorem 10. The cardinality of a maximum U(Π)-set in G(n, p), where p < 0.5, is O(log n) with
high probability when Π is an s-plex.
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Proof. Observe that for an s-plex S the corresponding induced subgraph G[S] has at most bsn/2c
missing edges. Obviously, an s-plex is also an ŝ-defective clique with ŝ = sn. Hence,















































































































is O(n2s). Hence, the first condition in Theorem 4 holds for
p < 0.5.
2.6.4 Quasi clique
In this subsection we present the example of an application of Theorem 4 in the case when
property Π is a γ-quasi clique.
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is O(log n) with high probability when Π is a γ-quasi clique.





c edges. Then the
defining function satisfies










ζ̂(Π, n+ 1, p)




















































The first condition in Theorem 4 is satisfied if (2.34) holds.
Figure 2.6 shows the graphical region where inequality (2.34) holds.
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Figure 2.6: Bound region for γ-quasi clique in G(n, p)
2.6.5 Club
For s = 1, s-club is a clique. For s > 1, a star graph is an instance of an s-club. Thus, the node
with maximum degree is a feasible solution to the maximum s-club problem. In a uniform random
graph G(n, p), the expected degree of any vertex is np [30], thus the size of the maximum s-club
has no logarithmic upper bound. Trivially, an s-club is also a feasible solution to the maximum
independent union of s-clubs problem.
2.7 Alternative approach
A slightly weaker bounds for certain clique relaxations may be obtained by using the following
idea. Suppose for a fixed property Π, it is shown that every IUΠ size n must contain an IUC with
size Υ(n). Then, if the maximum IUC is bounded by F (n, p) in random graph G(n, p), the size of
the maximum IUΠ is bounded by Υ−1(F (n, p)) by a simple contradiction argument.
Definition 19. A t-defective independent union of Π is a graph/subgraph where exists at most t
edges whose deletion makes it an independent union of Π.
Examples are a t-defective independent union of cliques, t-defective independent union of s-
defective cliques, etc.
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The following theorems are helpful to establish upper bounds for certain properties Π.
Theorem 12.
1. Every s-defective clique C in G contains a clique with at least |C| − s vertices.
2. Every s-plex C in G contains a clique with at least d|C|/se vertices.
3. Every γ-quasi cliqueC inG contains a clique with at least d|C|/(|C|−γ(|C|−1))e vertices.
Proof. 1. Consider an s-defective clique C in G. Note that the graph Ḡ[C] has at most s edges,
so its minimum vertex cover C ′ has at most s vertices. Then C \ C ′ is a clique with at least
|C| − s vertices in G.
2. The second statement was proved in [44, Proposition 1]; here we offer a much simpler proof.
According to Turán’s theorem [45], we have ω(G) ≥ |V |
2
|V |2−2|E| for any simple, undirected
graph G = (V,E). Applying this theorem for G[C] and taking into account that the number
of edges in G[C] is at least |C|(|C|− s)/2, we obtain ω(G[C]) ≥ |C|/s. Even simpler proof
is an immediate result of Caro-Wei bound [46, 47, 48].
3. The result follows from Turán’s theorem by observing that G[C] has at least γ|C|(|C| − 1)
edges.
Theorem 13. 1. Let Πs: the set of vertices is an s-defective clique. Then
αΠ
s
(G) ≤ b(1 + s/2)αω(G)c. (2.36)
2. Let Πs
′
: the set of vertices is an s-plex. Then
αΠ
s′
(G) ≤ sαω(G). (2.37)
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3. Let Ut(Π): the set of vertices is a t-defective independent union of Π-sets and Π is hereditary.
Then
max |Ut(Π)(G)| ≤ αΠ + t. (2.38)
Proof. 1. Let U be a maximum independent union of s-defective cliques. We construct an
IUC C by finding a maximum clique of each connected component of G[U ] and including
it in C. If a connected component has 1 or 2 vertices, its whole vertex set is included in
C. Otherwise, if a connected component has k > 2 vertices and s′ ≤ s missing edges, its
maximum clique has at least r = max{2, k − s} vertices by Theorem 12. The fraction of
vertices from this connected component included in C is at least r/(r + s) ≥ 2/(2 + s).
Thus, overall, at least 2|U |/(2 + s) of vertices from U are included in C.
2. Let U be a maximum independent union of s-plexes. We construct an IUC C consisting
of maximum cliques of connected components of G[U ], each of which corresponds to an
s-plex. According to Theorem 12, a connected component of G[U ] on k vertices contains a
clique with at least k/s vertices. Thus, C must have at least |U |/s vertices.
3. Immediately from its definition after removal endpoints of certain edges.
Note that for the property Πγ requiring the set of vertices to be a γ-quasi clique, establishing a
meaningful relation between αΠγ (G) and αω(G) for arbitrary γ ∈ (0, 1) using approach described
in Theorem 13 appears to be more challenging.
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3. PARALLEL RUSSIAN DOLL SEARCH FOR MAXIMUM HEREDITARY SUBGRAPH
PROBLEM
3.1 Background and research questions
In Chapter 2 we studied the maximum IUC problem and its generalizations in uniform random
graphs. However, the question of solving it on an arbitrary graph remains unanswered. In this
chapter we study the Russian Doll Search (RDS) algorithm which can be used to solve the max-
imum weighted Π-set problem, if property Π is nontrivial, interesting, and hereditary on induced
subgraphs. We develop a parallel version of the algorithm and demonstrate its performance for the
following properties: IUC, biclique, s-plex, and s-defective clique.
In 2002, Östergård enhanced the enumerative maximum clique algorithm [49] by introducing
certain smart prunes [50]. His version considerably outperformed existing approaches, especially
for sparse graphs. Later the Östergård’s approach was extended to the problem of finding a maxi-
mum hereditary subgraph, first in [51], and then in [2], which improves upon the results reported
in [51]. We further enhance the algorithm by introducing its parallel versions and solving previ-
ously unsolved problem instances to optimality. It should be noted that the RDS approach was
also used for other combinatorial problems; we refer the reader to [52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57] for more
information.
The RDS algorithm is sequential, however it may be beneficial to incorporate parallel capa-
bilities of modern computers [58]. The books [59, 60, 61, 62] provide a solid foundation on
parallel computing technologies and principles. For the algorithmic aspects, we refer the reader
to [63, 64, 65]. In this work we use both classical frameworks in parallel computing, namely, the
shared-memory and distributed-memory frameworks. The first one is often referred as a PRAM
model [66] and is typically implemented by Open Multi-Processing or OpenMP [67] applica-
tion interface. In this framework it is assumed that there are distinct threads running in paral-
lel, which can read/write the same memory, typically taking advantage of the modern multi-core
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CPUs [58, 68, 69]. The distributed-memory framework assumes there are distinct nodes with their
own computational resources (memory, CPU) running in parallel. Those nodes can communi-
cate between themselves in order to exchange information. This is typically done by setting up
a supercomputer or a cluster with multiple processors/nodes and low-latency bridges in between.
There might be multiple communication protocols, e.g. Parallel Virtual Machine (PVM) [70] or
Message-Passing Interface (MPI) [71]. The latter one is typically thought to be the standard for the
industry because of its efficiency and speed for tightly-coupled large-scale parallel systems [58].
It is also widely used in the current research in cluster computing [72, 73, 74]. More features and
implementation details can be found in [69, 75]. It is worth mentioning that there are also GPU-
based opportunities for parallel computing, which were used to solve, e.g., the maximum clique
problem [76] and the maximum s-plex problem [77].
Computational results for integer programming approaches using GUROBI or CPLEX reported
in the literature often benefit from parallelization implicitly used by these solvers. To make com-
parison of these approaches to RDS more fair, we propose parallel versions of RDS algorithm,
which dramatically improves the running time for many instances.
The main difficulty with parallelizing RDS is preserving branch-and-bound prunes between
parallel tasks. In this chapter, we prove that our shared-memory version performs no worse than
the original algorithm for unweighted graphs, excluding the overhead needed to “parallelize”, i.e.,
start running parallel tasks. The distributed-memory version has no such guarantee.
3.2 Main concepts
The high-performance computing systems nowadays allow a huge degree of parallelization.
They can be loosely classified into shared-memory systems, distributed-memory systems, and
grids [58]. A shared-memory system is usually represented by one or more central processing
units (CPU), tightly coupled. Since processors are hardware-wired, they share the data access at
memory speeds. Computations can be naturally synchronized to access the information, e.g., lock-
down on write, thus the computation model for a shared-memory system is exactly the Parallel
Random Access Memory (PRAM) model, studied, e.g., in [65]. For our purposes, we assume
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that we are able to execute a certain number of threads, usually equal to the number of avail-
able cores in a multiprocessor, with automatic handling of concurrent memory accesses. One of
the industry standards for creating and executing such threads is OpenMP [67]. It requires com-
piler as well as runtime support. There are also other possibilities for computational parallelism
(see [58]). A supercomputer or a cluster is usually a collection of nodes, each of which has its
own central processing unit (CPU), memory, as well as other resources. Such nodes can efficiently
communicate between themselves, forming a distributed-memory system. Interestingly, each node
still might have a multiprocessor as a CPU, allowing even further parallelization. The advantage
of distributed memory systems is a considerably larger number of parallel steps that could be per-
formed, as well as the total memory. For our purposes, a distributed-memory system is a collection
of nodes executing the same code in parallel and allowing efficient communication, or messaging,
among them. To be more precise, messaging techniques might still have certain limitations [58].
We use the Message-Passing Interface (MPI) [71] as our programming model. A cluster or every
node of a supercomputer might have a multiprocessor, allowing parallelization being done using
distributed-memory model between nodes first, and then using shared-memory model inside each
node afterwards. We refer to such approach as a hybrid model.
3.2.1 Russian Doll Search and basic observations
The main idea of Russian Doll Search is to firstly solve the problem on small subgraphs, then,
using the heredity property, effectively prune some computational branches. Suppose we are given
a simple, undirected, and vertex-weighted graph G = (V,E) with vertices V = {v1, v2, . . . , vn}.
DefineGi = G[{vi, vi+1, . . . , vn}], the “tail” subgraphs. Algorithm 2 iteratively finds optimal solu-
tions µ[i] for induced subgraphs Gi and stores them. Also, the general lower bound is maintained.
At each branching we have a candidate set C, the vertices that might be in the optimal solution,
and a current solution set P we are trying to enlarge. This is a standard combinatorial branch-and-
bound framework (see, e.g., [78]). Prune 1 is a typical pruning which stops looking for a better
solution whenever the total weight of P ∪ C is less than the best solution found so far, as even if
all the candidate vertices are added, the resulting set will still be suboptimal. Prune 2 is specific
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to the RDS algorithm. In this step, if i = min
j
{vj ∈ C}, then trivially C ⊆ Gi, and thus the
best possible subgraph in C satisfying the given property Π is at most µ[i]. Russian Doll Search
algorithm can alternatively be viewed as a combination of depth and breadth searches, where the
first cycle moves into depth, while inside each depth step we perform breadth search to find the
best solution.
We are also using the idea proposed in [2] to maintain auxiliary information for each set pair
(C,P ) in order to improve the speed of verifying that a subgraph satisfies property Π. We add
Step #23 in Algorithm 2 to allow the backtracking trick. This typically reduces the data structure
sizes mentioned in [2] from quadratic to linear size, as instead of maintaining information for every
recursive call, we are allowed to backtrack (revert) changes done by Prepare_AUX routine.
Algorithm 2 Russian Doll Search (RDS) for the Maximum Weight Π Problem
1: procedure RDS-ALGORITHM(G = (V,E), Π)
2: Order(V)
3: LB = 0
4: for i = n− 1, . . . , 0 do






11: procedure FIND_MAX(C,P )
12: if C = ∅ then
13: LB = max{weight(P ),LB}
14: while C 6= ∅ do
15: if weight(C) + weight(P ) ≤ LB then return . Prune 1
16: i← arg min
j
{vj ∈ C}
17: if µ[i] + weight(P ) ≤ LB then return . Prune 2
18: C ← C \ {vi}
19: PREPARE_AUX(C,P, vi)
20: P ′ ← P ∪ {vi}
21: C ′ = {v ∈ C : P ′ ∪ {v} satisfies Π} . Π verification
22: FIND_MAX(C ′, P ′)
23: UNDO_AUX(C,P, vi)
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Given a certain property Π, the verification procedure for Step #21 needs to be specified. Its
template is demonstrated in Algorithm 3; the goal is to answer if, given Π-set P and a vertex v,
their union P ∪ {v} satisfies Π.
Algorithm 3 Generic verification procedure
1: procedure Π-VERIFIER(P ,v)
2: return P ∪ {v} satisfies Π
For example, if Π is a clique, its verification procedure might look as illustrated in Algorithm 4.
Algorithm 4 Bad clique verifier
1: procedure IS_CLIQUE(P ,v)
2: for every w ∈ P do
3: if {w, v} 6∈ E then
4: return false
5: return true
Observation 5. The Π-verification step does not require verifying all sets P ∪{v} \ {u}, where P
is the solution set, v is the candidate node to enter, and u is the last node that was added to P .
Proof. The node v comes from a candidate set, which was filtered with respect to the set P \
{u}.
Observation 5 simply states that if u is the last vertex added to the solution set P and v is from
the candidate set C, then P \ {u} ∪ {v} is a Π-set. This is extremely important if a verifier is
thought of in terms of forbidden subgraphs. Instead of testing every subset with v, one can check
only subsets including both v and u. For example, if one thinks that a clique is a subgraph which
does not have the forbidden structure consisting of two nonadjacent vertices, a clique verifier is
simply checking if {u, v} ∈ E (see Algorithm 5). We noticed that this is the verifier used in [50],
however this observation was not carried over to new verifiers for hereditary properties.
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Algorithm 5 Good clique verifier
1: procedure IS_CLIQUE(P ,v)
2: Let u be the last vertex added to P
3: return {u, v} ∈ E
3.2.2 Enhanced verifier
Based on Observation 5, we enhance IUC verifier from [1] and present a constant time verifier
for biclique subgraphs. In this section we represent the solution set P as the pair of lastly added
vertex u and the remaining set P ′ = P \ {u}.
The verifier from [1] checks if every triplet of vertices forms an open triangle, as follows from
Theorem 1. It runs in O(|P |2) time (see Algorithm 6). Applying Observation 5 and an open
triangle being the forbidden subgraph, we can iterate only once through vertices in P ′, making the
check in linear time (see Algorithm 7).
Algorithm 6 IUC verifier in [1]
1: procedure IS_IUC(P ,v)
2: for w ∈ P , u ∈ P do
3: if I ({u, v} ∈ E) + I ({w, v} ∈ E) + I ({u,w} ∈ E) = 2 then . indicator func. I
4: return false
5: return true
Algorithm 7 Enhanced IUC verifier
1: procedure IS_IUC(P = (P ′, u),v)
2: for w ∈ P ′ do
3: if I ({u, v} ∈ E) + I ({w, v} ∈ E) + I ({u,w} ∈ E) = 2 then . indicator func. I
4: return false
5: return true
The idea of Observation 5 results in a constant time verifier when property Π is biclique, i.e.,
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complete bipartite subgraph. Consider P ′, which is a biclique. It can be partitioned into two
independent sets L′ and R′, and every vertex from one set is adjacent to all vertices in the other.
Sets P ′ ∪ {v} and P ′ ∪ {p} are also bicliques. Conclusively, we need to check the following
conditions. Assume that WLOG the first vertex w in P ′ belongs to L′. Then, checking if a vertex t
is in L′ orR′ is simply testing if {w, t} ∈ E. Thus, if the last vertex u and candidate v belong to the
same partition, then it must hold that {u, v} 6∈ E; otherwise, if they belong to different partitions,
it must hold that {u, v} ∈ E. This logic translates into two XOR operations ⊕ and one negation
operation ¬, as illustrated in Algorithm 8.
Algorithm 8 Biclique verifier
1: procedure IS_BICLIQUE(G = (V,E),P = (P ′, u),v)
2: Let w be any vertex (e.g. the first) in P ′
3: return ¬ (({w, u} ∈ E)⊕ ({w, v} ∈ E)⊕ ({u, v} ∈ E))
3.3 Shared-memory modification
The first parallelization we develop aims to distribute the cycle in Step #14 in Algorithm 2
between processor cores, i.e., the so-called breadth-search parallelism. This is a shared-memory
implementation using OpenMP. The lower bound LB is shared between cores. Auxiliary informa-
tion for routines Prepare_AUX and Undo_AUX is created for each core independently. Notice
that all threads work for the same µ[i]. Hence, it is easy to verify prunes correctness: prune 1
depends on the correct lower bound for Gi; prune 2 uses any lower bound LB for Gi and µ[i]
for previously computed tail-graphs, however, these are not changed by parallel processes. The
main challenge of this implementation is the efficient memory management for sets and auxiliary
structures.
For breadth-search, we do only the first level of branching in parallel using a so-called dynamic
scheduling. In this concept the next available task is assigned to a free thread in orderly fashion.
Assume that the candidate set C is sorted in ascending order, allowing for efficient minimum
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operations. As the rest of the computational tree depends on the size of the candidate set which
is a part of Gi, the typical situation is that the candidate set diminishes with time, so it is crucial
not to split it into consecutive parts per thread, as most of the work will be concentrated in the first
chunk. The last technical detail includes storing the candidate set C as an array while keeping the
starting index, which also points to the minimum element.
Algorithm 9 OpenMP parallelization
1: procedure FIND_MAX_LEVEL1(C,P ,LB)
2: Sort C ascending
3: Parallelize, assign thread number to ti and number of threads to n
4: for ci = ti with update ci = ci + n do . Dynamic Scheduling
5: i← C[ci] . Get minimum
6: PREPARE_AUX(C,P, vi) . Per thread
7: P ′ ← P ∪ {vi}
8: C ′ = {v ∈ C[ci, . . . ] : P ′ ∪ {v} satisfies Π} . Π verification
9: FIND_MAX(C ′, P ′) . Branching sequentially, share LB
10: UNDO_AUX(C,P, vi)
Theorem 14. For the maximum Π problem (unweighted), Algorithm 9 has the same strength
prunes as Algorithm 2. Hence, the running time of shared-memory version is at most the run-
ning time of sequential version plus the time needed to parallelize (create parallel tasks).
Proof. Notice that if the problem is unweighted, when a better solution is found then µ[i] =
µ[i+ 1] + 1, otherwise µ[i] = µ[i+ 1]. Hence, both algorithms can stop computing µ[i] if LB was
updated [50]. As Algorithm 9 does not change previous µ[i] values, all prunes checks have exactly
the same LB and µ[i], and consequently have the same strength.
3.4 Distributed-memory modification
A distributed-memory system consists of a collection of nodes with their own multiprocessors
and memory resources, connected via low-latency network. A classical master-slave (primary-
replica, primary-secondary, coordinator-worker) scheme is the following: exactly one of the nodes
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is declared to be the master, and other nodes are named as slaves. The master splits the main prob-
lem into subproblems, assigns tasks to slaves, collects the results, and sends updates of problem
























(d) Send the next task.
Figure 3.1: Master-Slave event sequence
For parallelizing RDS algorithm with distributed-memory nodes, we compute different µ[i]
simultaneously (see step #4 in Algorithm 2), i.e., the master sends tasks to compute a certain µ[i].
Each slave then runs Algorithm 9 and returns its LB. However, this imposes several problems.
Both prunes might become incorrect: the lower bound LB is assumed to be the bound for the
graph Gi when computing µ[i]; some µ[i] values might not be available. The naive solution is to
ignore prunes with uncomputed µ[i] and make master send updates whenever one of the slaves
returns an updated value. However, this approach is not valid. Consider the following case: for
some i∗ it holds that µ[i∗] = 10. Slave, computing µ[i∗ + 2], finds the value 10 and returns it
to the master, who sends updates to all slaves and they start performing prunes with this value.
Next, another slave, computing µ[i∗+1], finds the value 11. This implies that in sequential version
µ[i∗+2] = 11, and previously performed prunes may have been incorrect. Hence, we can use only
those µ[j] that have known µ[i] for all i ∈ {j, . . . , n}. We propose the following modifications to
address potential problems.
For the simplicity of implementation and arguments, assume that when a slave computes value
of µ[i], the master sends its negation. When a slave is sure that this value can be used in the prunes,
it is being recovered to a positive number. Hence, all µ[i] can be split into three groups:
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1. if µ[i] > 0 then it can be safely used in prunes;
2. if µ[i] = 0 then it is uncomputed;
3. if µ[i] < 0 then it was computed, and the value found equals −µ[i].
Using this idea, each slave maintains its own lower bound LB. While working on the task of




because the lower bound is the best solution found in the graph Gi; even if some µ[j] might not be
the best bound in Gj , their values still correspond to a certain feasible subgraph size. Every time a
slave receives an update from the master, it attempts to restore some µ[i] values using Algorithm 10
and recomputes the lower bound. This algorithm makes µ[i] marked as “suitable for prunes” if and
only if all previous µ[j] are computed for j > i.
Algorithm 10 Restore valid µ[i]
1: procedure RESTORE(array µ[i])
2: for i = {n, . . . , 1} do
3: if all µ[j] > 0 for all j ∈ {n, . . . , i} AND µ[i] < 0 then . Check all previous
4: µ[i] = −µ[i] . Restore
3.5 Computational analysis
All tests were performed on the computer with Intel R© Xeon R© CPU at 2.40GHz, 8 GB RAM,
16 cores. The code was compiled with GNU C++ compiler version 4.9.2. For the distributed-
memory version, the cluster with four nodes identical to this machine was created and MPI version
was MPICH 3.2. Complete set of results can be found in Appendix A. In this section we provide
their summary and analysis.
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Figure 3.2 illustrates speedup versus sequential Algorithm 2 for Algorithm 9 for the maximum
IUC problem on selected instances. If Tseq is the time of the former and Tpar(k) is the time of the





It can be clearly seen that for most instances there is a speedup which fits into Amdahl’s law [79]
scheme: more parallelizm provides faster performance, but at some point it takes too much time to
parallelize and communicate between tasks. There are some instances that have constant speedups
after a certain number of cores is in use. This happens because find_max recursion consistently
updates the lower bound LB in the first parallelization chunk. We were able to locate an instance
where the shared-memory algorithm could not achieve any speedup. This happens when the so-
lution to the problem is relatively large and the algorithm is able to update the lower bound while
working on the beginning of initial candidate set.












Figure 3.2: Speedup versus core number for IUC problem for selected graphs
The next round of experiments was conducted comparing the study of the maximum IUC and
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MPC1 problems in [1] to our shared-memory Algorithm 9. We used the same graph instances from
DIMACS 10 clustering and partitioning challenge. Detailed results are presented in Appendix A.1.
Table 3.1 shows the brief summary. The “Solved” column has the number of fully solved instances
while the “Improved” column has the number of instances where better solutions were found. Our
updated verifier and parallelizm show a considerable improvement of the solution quality.
Type Total Solved in [1] Solved in here Improved in here
IUC 60 25 35 29
MPC 60 27 32 21
Table 3.1: Summary of parallel RDS against [1].
Conducting a comprehensive study for the distributed-memory RDS algorithm requires a sig-
nificant usage of cluster resources. Hence, we provide its performance on the maximum IUC
problem for “interesting” instances, i.e., when Algorithm 9 took more than 10 seconds but less
than 150 seconds to solve a problem. Table 3.2 shows the results of the computational study, with
the column labels having the following meaning:
• |V | - the number of vertices;
• |E| - the number of edges;
• ρ(G) - the edge density in percents;
• ω(G) - the clique number;
• Problem - the problem to solve, either the maximum unweighted IUC or MPC;
• Time OMP - time taken by Algorithm 9 with 15 cores on a single node;
• Time MPI - time taken by the distributed-memory algorithm with 4 nodes, each node has
access to 15 cores and runs Algorithm 9.
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Graph |V | |E| ρ(G) ω(G) Problem Time OMP Time MPI
brock200_1 200 14,834 74.54 21 IUC 31.39 16.71
hamming10-2 1,024 518,656 99.02 512 IUC 26.98 20.58
brock200_3 200 12,048 60.54 15 MPC 102.51 60.71
hamming10-2 1,024 518,656 99.02 512 MPC 64.58 39.38
keller4 171 9,435 64.91 11 MPC 10.17 3.9
san200_0.9_3 200 17,910 90.00 70 MPC 123.92 64.43
san400_0.9_1 400 71,820 90.00 100 MPC 136.85 100.52
Table 3.2: Demonstration of the distributed-memory RDS algorithm performance.
Furthermore, it is interesting to compare our approach versus the best known results for RDS
algorithm so far, presented in [2]. The Algorithm 9 has the same verifiers for s-plex and s-defective
clique as described in that work. The code used there is not available to the general public and it
was not shared with us. Consequently, we were not able to achieve exact results as in [2]; it can be
clearly seen that for graphs with considerable number of vertices their version had an advantage,
most likely using implementation tricks not mentioned in the paper. Hence, we compare our results
to our own serial version of the algorithm, in addition to the aforementioned work.
Moreover, there is a certain scale-reduction technique used in [2]. Suppose for a graph G we
know its clique number ω(G). Then, removal of vertices with degree less than ω(G)− s does not
affect maximum s-plex and (s − 1)-defective clique. This is equivalent to finding the maximum
(ω(G)− s)-core of a graph and is called the peeling procedure, which can be done in polynomial
time [80].
The detailed results are presented in Appendix A.3. The summary is briefed in Table 3.3. There
are totally 239 instances studied. The columns have the following notations:
• Solved in [2] - the number of instances fully solved in [2] for the maximum subgraph prob-
lem;
• Solved seq. RDS - the number of instances fully solved by Algorithm 2;
• Solved par. RDS - the number of instances fully solved by Algorithm 9;
1Multi-partite clique: complement graph of IUC.
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• Improved [2] - the number of instances for which Algorithm 9 finds a better solution than
that reported in [2];
• Improved seq. RDS - the number of instances for which Algorithm 9 finds a better solution
than Algorithm 2.
Problem Solved Solved Solved Improved [2] Improved
in [2] seq. RDS par. RDS seq. RDS
2-plex 172 170 177 33 25
3-plex 145 141 148 49 41
4-plex 131 110 128 55 52
5-plex 122 83 94 87 76
1-defective 181 179 182 29 19
2-defective 168 163 171 40 33
3-defective 146 142 151 43 40
4-defective 138 132 141 41 33
Total 239
Table 3.3: Summary of parallel RDS against [2] for s-plex and s-defective clique.
Appendix A.2 provides a comprehensive report of the results for standard instances for the
maximum biclique problem using Algorithm 9 and verifier from Algorithm 8. This is the first such
study to the best of our knowledge. For the real-life instances, a scale reduction described in [81]
can be applied to efficiently reduce input graph sizes.
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4. COMPUTING HADWIGER’S NUMBER
4.1 Background and research questions
In this chapter we investigate questions about computing Hadwiger’s number of a graph. An
edge contraction is an operation when two endpoints of an edge are replaced with a single vertex
which is adjacent to their neighbors, removing multiedges if necessary. A new graph obtained by
series of edge contractions from a graph G is called a minor of G. Given a simple, undirected, and
connected graph G, its Hadwiger’s number h(G) is the size of the largest clique that can be found
in a minor of G. The chromatic number χ(G) of a graph G is the minimum number of colors
needed to color its vertices such that any two adjacent vertices have different colors. Back in
1943, Swiss mathematician Hugo Hadwiger formulated one of the most withstanding conjectures
in graph theory, stating that for every graph G it holds that χ(G) ≤ h(G).
The case of h(G) ≤ 4 was proved by Hadwiger himself while stating the conjecture. The
famous four-color theorem1 [82] implies that the case h(G) = 5 indeed holds [83]. Much time
later, the solution for h(G) = 6 was presented, interestingly, again involving the four-color the-
orem [84]. It remains unsolved for all other values of h(G) for a long time, and is even called
“one of the deepest unsolved problems in graph theory” by Bollobás and Erdős [85]. An excellent
survey of recent developments can be found in [86].
The problem of finding Hadwiger’s number of a graph was not extensively studied. From
general graph minor theory, it follows that it is fixed-parameter tractable [87]. Recently, it was
shown to be NP-hard [88].
In the case when a graph is disconnected, we define Hadwiger’s number to be the largest
Hadwgier’s number of connected components.
1Four color theorem states that every planar graph has the chromatic number at most 4.
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4.1.1 Separators
For integer programming formulations, discussed in this chapter, we need the concept of an
a, b-separator.
Definition 20. A subset C ⊆ V \ {a, b} of vertices is called an a, b-separator for G = (V,E) if
there is no a, b-path in G[V \ C].
An a, b-separator is minimal, if there is no other a, b-separator which is its strict subset. Given
a connected subgraph and a vertex not in it, a minimal separator could be found in linear time [89]
with Algorithm 11.
Algorithm 11 Find a minimal separator between a connected subgraph and a vertex.
1: Given Ci ⊂ V , such that G[Ci] is connected; j 6∈ Ci
2: Compute A(Ci) = {v ∈ V | ∃w ∈ Ci {v, w} ∈ E}
3: Find the set Rj of nodes reachable from j in G[V \ Ci]
4: return Rj ∩A(Ci)
Finally, define the set SEP of all minimal separators. Notice, that there might be an exponential
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There is an alternative definition of Hadwiger’s number h(G) of a graph. It can be defined as
the largest integer k for which there exists a partition V1, . . . , Vk of the set of vertices V such that:
1. for each i = 1, . . . , k, the subgraph G[Vi] is connected, and





, there exists an edge from E with one endpoint in Vi and the other
endpoint in Vj .
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We call the first condition contiguity, i.e., every partition must be connected or contiguous; the
second one is proximity, i.e., between every two partitions there must exist an edge.
The equivalence between clique minor definition and partitioning is easy to see. Given a par-
titioning, because of contiguity it is possible to contract every partition into a single vertex, and
proximity guarantees that the resulting graph is a clique. In order to obtain partitioning from con-
tractions, reverse the contraction process for the clique minor, mark edges instead of contracting,
and obtain contiguous partitions.















edges between partitions and each partition has at least |Vi|−1 edges for i = 1, . . . , k







(|Vi| − 1) ≤ |E|.
Solving this inequality and taking into account that
k∑
i=1
|Vi| = |V | completes the proof.
Observation 6. Given a graph G = (V,E), for its Hadwiger’s number h(G) it holds that
h(G) ≥ ω(G).
Proof. Contract all edges except those between vertices in a maximum clique.
In addition, we notice that viewing Hadwiger’s number as a partition suggests an interesting
exact algorithm. First of all, we call a partition feasible if it satisfies contiguity and proximity.
Suppose we are given an optimal partition. Merging any two parts preserves feasibility, and hence
the solution can be found by iteratively splitting any feasible partition, for example, the trivial one
with a single component which equals to the entire graph. Secondly, iterating over all partitions
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in lexicographical order makes pruning efficient, because if a single part is not contiguous or
proximity is not satisfied, the whole branch can be pruned. For the sake of brevity we do not
present the entire algorithm based on these ideas, as it has demonstrated inferior performance
compared to certain integer programming models. Details can be found in Appendix B.3.
4.2 Integer formulations
4.2.1 Base formulation
For each partition Vi, we can select a single node r ∈ Vi to be its representative or clusterhead.
We use binary variables xij for all i, j ∈ V . To break the symmetry in the model, we say that the
clusterhead must be the node with the highest index in that partition. Hence, by our conventions,
xij is only defined when i ≤ j. Setting xij = 1 means that node i has selected node j to be the
representative for its partition. Setting xii = 1 means i is a clusterhead and the highest-index node
in its partition, and
∑
i∈V
xii is the number of partitions.





xij ≤ xjj i, j ∈ V : i < j (4.3b)
n∑
j=i
xij = 1 i ∈ V (4.3c)
x satisfies contiguity (4.3d)
x satisfies proximity (4.3e)
xij ∈ {0, 1} i, j ∈ V : i < j. (4.3f)
Constraints (4.3b) ensure that node i can be assigned to node j only if j is selected as a clus-
terhead, and constraints (4.3c) ensure that each node i is assigned to some clusterhead. The sum-
mation starts at j = i to impose that i is not assigned to an earlier node.
Next subsections present different ways to impose contiguity and proximity. The MCF type
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models use multi-commodity flow type formulations and CUT type models use a, b-separators [90].
4.2.2 Contiguity
Contiguity models are extensively studied in many districting application papers, especially
in [91]. Here we present a brief survey of those models. We use the notation δ−(v) for total
flow into node v and δ+(v) for total flow out of node v, i.e., for some f it holds that f(δ−(v)) =∑
{i,v}∈E




The MCF0 model comes from [92], where a flow-based formulation adapted from [93] is
proposed. The idea is that every clusterhead emits flow of its type, and if a node is assigned to it,
then some flow must be consumed. Define the flow variables for every v ∈ V and for {i, j} ∈ E
when i ≤ v, j ≤ v.
f vij = the amount of flow, originating at clusterhead v, that is sent across edge {i, j}.
The model is described as following:
x ∈ BASE (4.4a)
f j(δ−(i))− f j(δ+(i)) = xij i < j, j ∈ V (4.4b)
f j(δ−(i)) ≤ (|V | − 1)xij i < j, j ∈ V (4.4c)
f j(δ−(j)) = 0 j ∈ V (4.4d)
f vij ≥ 0 {i, j} ∈ E, i ≤ v, j ≤ v, v ∈ V. (4.4e)
Constraints (4.4b) tell that every node in a clusterhead must consume 1 unit of flow of its cluster-
head type, constraints (4.4c) limit the in-flow, constraints (4.4d) prohibit clusterhead to consume
any flow.
Authors in [91] noticed that constraints (4.4c) are a big-M type and might not be efficient for
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IP solvers. Hence, they can be tweaked making certain flow binary, such as
0 ≤ f vij ≤ f
j
ij ∀v ≤ j, ∀{i, j} ∈ E
f jij ∈ {0, 1} ∀{i, j} ∈ E.
Another important and tighter than MCF0 model is called MCF [91]. We extend the flow type
to be sent from a clusterhead to a specific vertex. Define the flow variables for b ∈ V , a < b, and
every edge {i, j} ∈ E with i ≤ b, j ≤ b.
fabij =
 1 if edge {i, j} ∈ E is on the path to vertex a from its clusterhead b0 otherwise.
The flow variables are not binary, but there is an optimal solution making them integral. The
MCF model is formulated as follows.
x ∈ BASE (4.5a)
fab(δ+(b))− fab(δ−(b)) = xab ∀a < b, ∀b ∈ V (4.5b)
fab(δ+(i))− fab(δ−(i)) = 0 i < b, i 6= a, a < b, ∀b ∈ V (4.5c)
fab(δ−(b)) = 0 a < b, ∀b ∈ V (4.5d)
fab(δ−(j)) ≤ xjb j < b, a < b, ∀b ∈ V (4.5e)
fabij ≥ 0 {i, j} ∈ E, i ≤ b, j ≤ b, a < b, b ∈ V. (4.5f)
The CUT formulation uses a, b-separators for the constraints. Even though it is intractable
to generate the entire model because of an exponential number of its constraints, the so-called
“lazy” approach can be used. Whenever a solver finds an integral solution, if it is not feasible,
Algorithm 11 can be used to generate a constraint for separation. Constraints (4.6b) say that if a is
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in partition of b, then there exists a path from b to a.




xcb (a, b, C) ∈ SEP. (4.6b)
Separators-based models are shown to be very tight [90, 89]. The nice relationship between
models was shown in [91] and formulated in Theorem 16.
Theorem 16. CUT = projxMCF ⊆ projxMCF0.
The original proof is for formulations that do not break the model symmetry. We present a
similar proof in Theorem 17 for our formulations.
4.2.3 Proximity
The straightforward way of enforcing the proximity is by its definition, i.e., between every two
partitions there must exist an edge. This makes the following EDGE model.
x ∈ BASE (4.7a)∑
(u,v)∈E
xuixvj ≥ xii + xjj − 1 i < j, i ∈ V, j ∈ V (4.7b)
The constraint (4.7b) is not linear and needs to be linearized. We introduce new binary variables
yuivj = xuixvj . The resulting model is referred to as EDGE_LINEAR.
∑
(u,v)∈E,u≤i,v≤j
yuivj ≥ xii + xjj − 1 ∀i < j, i ∈ V, j ∈ V (4.8a)
yuivj ≤ xui ∀u < i, v < j (4.8b)
yuivj ≤ xvj ∀u < i, v < j (4.8c)
yuivj ∈ {0, 1} (4.8d)
Our preliminary experiments showed that EDGE_LINEAR is not a tight model which performs
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poorly. Hence, we present a flow-based and a cut-based formulations similar to MCF and CUT.
The main idea is based on observation that saying that two partitions have an edge in between and
are contiguous is the same as saying that the partition formed by their union is contiguous.
fabij =
 1 if edge {i, j} ∈ E is on the path to clusterhead a from clusterhead b0 otherwise.
The idea is similar to MCF. For every two clusterheads a < b, the larger one (b) emits flow and
the smaller one (a) must consume it; the flow can go only through vertices in either a or b partition.
The corresponding formulation is called PMCF:
x ∈ BASE (4.9a)
fab(δ+(b))− fab(δ−(b)) ≥ xaa + xbb − 1 a ∈ V \N [b], a < b, b ∈ V (4.9b)
fab(δ+(i))− fab(δ−(i)) = 0 i < b, i 6= a, a ∈ V \N [b], a < b, b ∈ V (4.9c)
fab(δ−(b)) = 0 a ∈ V \N [b], a < b, b ∈ V (4.9d)
fab(δ−(j)) ≤ 1{j<a}xja + xjb j ∈ V \ {b}, a ∈ V \N [b], a < b, b ∈ V (4.9e)
fabij ≥ 0 {i, j} ∈ E, a ∈ V \N [b], a < b, b ∈ V. (4.9f)
Here N [v] for v ∈ V is the closed neighborhood of v, defined as N [v] = N(v) ∪ {v}. Con-
straints (4.9b) tell to emit flow type ab only when a and b are clusterheads. Constraints (4.9c)
are flow preserving. Constraints (4.9d) prohibit clusterhead b to consume flow. Constraints (4.9e)
allow flow to go only through vertices assigned to either a or b partitions.
The separator-based version is similar to CUT. The idea is to enforce every two clusterheads
a and b to be connected with a path which consists of vertices assigned to one of corresponding
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parts (4.10b). We formulate PCUT as follows:





xcb ≥ xaa + xbb − 1 (a, b, C) ∈ SEP. (4.10b)
Using similar ideas as for contiguity, PMCF is the extended formulation [94] of PCUT.
Theorem 17. PCUT = projxPMCF .
Proof. The proof is a modified version of a similar theorem in [91].
(⊇) Suppose that (x̂, f̂) belongs to PMCF. Let us show that x̂ belongs to (4.10b). For arbitrary
non-adjacent vertices a and b, a < b, a, b-separator C ⊆ V \{a, b}, and set B of vertices reachable
from b in G[V \ C], we have:
xaa + xbb − 1 ≤ fab(δ+(b))− fab(δ−(b)) (4.11a)






1{j<a}xja + xjb. (4.11e)
Inequality (4.11b) holds because of (4.9c), (4.11c) holds because f are non-negative, and (4.11d)
holds because the flow through C is the flow emitted from b.
(⊆) Suppose that x̂ satisfies (4.10b). For every pair of distinct non-adjacent vertices a, b ∈ V ,
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we define f̂ab as the solution to the following flow problem.
max fab(δ+(b))
fab(δ+(i))− fab(δ−(i)) = 0 ∀i ∈ V \ {a, b}
fab(δ−(b)) = 0
fab(δ−(j)) ≤ 1j<ax̂ja + x̂jb ∀j ∈ V \ {b}
fabij ≥ 0 ∀(i, j) ∈ A.
This is a flow problem from b with vertex capacities 1j<ax̂ja + x̂jb. By a classical result [95,





which is greater than xaa + xbb − 1 by (4.10b). Hence, f̂ab satisfies all constraints for PMCF.
4.2.4 The chromatic number
The idea of finding the chromatic number of a graph χ(G) using partitions was presented
in [96]. By slightly modifying the model, one can come up with an integer program which looks
like our Hadwiger’s number formulations. Hence, Hadwiger’s conjecture can be formulated in
terms of objectives for similar integer programs.
The alternative definition of chromatic number χ(G) is the following. It can be defined as the
smaller integer k for which there exists a partition V1, . . . , Vk of the vertices V such that for each
two vertices v ∈ Vi, w ∈ Vi for every i it holds that {v, w} 6∈ E. Moreover, the optimal solution
satisfies the proximity requirement as explained in Observation 7.
Observation 7. The optimal partition for chromatic number problem satisfies the proximity re-
quirement.
Proof. Suppose there exists an optimal partition V1, . . . , Vk and there is no edge between V1 and
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V2. Consider partition V1 ∪ V2, V3, . . . , Vk. No two nodes in V1 ∪ V2 are adjacent; if they are from
the same part, by setup they are not adjacent; if they are from different parts, there must be no edge
by assumption. Hence, this is a valid chromatic partition which has one less part as the optimal,
which is a contradiction.
Hence, an integer program for finding the chromatic number χ(G) can be formulated as fol-





xij ≤ xjj i, j ∈ V, i < j (4.12b)
n∑
j=i
xij = 1 i ∈ V (4.12c)
xik + xjk ≤ 1 i < k, j < k, {i, j} ∈ E, k ∈ V (4.12d)
x satisfies proximity. (4.12e)
Constraints (4.12b)-(4.12c) specify a partition, constraints (4.12d) make sure that no edge be-
longs to a single partition, constraints (4.12e) are redundant due to Observation 7, objective (4.12a)
minimizes the number of parts.
Conclusively, it might be fruitful to consider partitioning with proximity only in the future
work.
4.3 Scale reduction
Oftentimes, real-life networks are sparse and have a so-called “small-world” property [27]. In
this case it is fruitful to look for fast “preprocessing” algorithms to significantly reduce the instance
size [10]. For Hadwiger’s number, one of the possible reductions is based on the biconnected
components.
Definition 21. A biconnected component in graph G is the maximal biconnected subgraph in G.
A connected graph is biconnected if removal of any single vertex keeps it connected.
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Any connected graph decomposes into a tree of biconnected components that are attached to
each other at shared vertices called articulation vertices.
The classical algorithm to find all biconnected components of a graph is presented in [97]. It is




Figure 4.1: Biconnected components with articulation vertex belonging to both
Theorem 18. Let graph G have biconnected components C1, C2, . . . , Ck. Then
h(G) = max{h(G[C1]), h(G[C2]), . . . , h(G[Ck])}.
Proof. For a simple, undirected graph G = (V,E) consider a biconnected component C1 and the
remaining graph G[V \ C1]. Notice that contracting edges will not introduce a new edge between
them. Hence, the maximum clique minor must have either G[C] or G[V \ C] entirely contracted,
so h(G) = max{h(G[C], h(G[V \ C]}. Repeat the argument for G[V \ C].
Corollary 3. Vertices of degree 1 can be removed from a graphG with more than 2 vertices without
affecting h(G).
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Observation 8. Vertices of degree 2 can be eliminated from a graph G with h(G) > 3, by con-
tracting one of the edges it is incident to, without affecting h(G).
Proof. If h(G) > 3, one such vertex cannot be included in a cluster by itself, hence at least one
of the two edges must be contracted. Contracting any of the two edges leads to the same resulting
graph.
Results in Table B.1 suggest that many real life instances have a single giant biconnected com-
ponent. We also report the size of the biconnected 3-core obtained from the largest biconnected
2-core by eliminating vertices of degree 2 using the contraction of one of its incident edges. This
figure gives the number of vertices in the largest among the biconnected graphs we have to analyze
for the given instance.
4.4 Heuristic




It is easy to see that the maximum increase of the density is achieved by contracting an edge
{v1, v2} for which |N(v1) ∩ N(v2)| is minimal. Thus, a natural greedy approach tries to con-
tract the edge with minimum |N(v1) ∩N(v2)|, as we aim to increase the edge density as much as
possible.
Algorithm 12 A heuristic for finding the Hadwiger’s number.
1: ĥ(G)← |V |
2: while G is not a complete graph do
3: find the edge {u, v} ∈ E with minimum |N(u) ∩N(v)|
4: G← G/uv . Contract {u, v}
5: ĥ(G)← ĥ(G)− 1
6: return ĥ(G)
Contracting an edge in the graph changes the common neighborhood locally. Indeed, if an
edge {a, b} is contracted, only the edges whose endpoint has either a or b in its neighborhood
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might change the common neighborhood metric. This suggests recomputing the intersection size
only for a small number of edges.
A natural question is, whether the proposed heuristic provides any guarantee on the quality of
the computed solution ĥ(G). Unfortunately, the following negative results were discovered by a
brute force check on all graphs (non-isomorphic, connected) with up to 10 vertices.
• The output ĥ(G) can be less than the trivial bound given by the clique number ω(G) (and
hence, less than the chromatic number χ(G)).
• There exists a graph for which an edge with non-maximum common neighborhood must be
contracted, while none of edges with maximum common neighborhoods can be contracted
to achieve optimality (e.g., just focusing on tie-breaking rules will not make Algorithm 12
optimal).
4.5 Lagrangian relaxation
One of the powerful classical methods for finding estimates of the optimal value is based on
Lagrangian relaxation [23]. It is known that Lagrangian relaxation provides bounds that are at least
as tight as those obtained using the linear relaxation [98]. We will show that the inner problem for
Hadwiger’s number is NP-hard and, consecutively, this approach is intractable.
For simplicity of the argument, we will consider BASE model without breaking the symmetry,
i.e., a clusterhead is not necessarily the highest-index node in a partition. Moving constraints (4.3c)












x satisfies contiguity (4.13b)
x satisfies proximity (4.13c)
xij ∈ {0, 1} i, j ∈ V. (4.13d)
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The problem splits into subproblems for different i. Each of the subproblems can be formulated
as follows: given node weights wj = 1{j=i} − uj , find the maximum weight connected subgraph.
This problem is known to be NP-hard even on planar graphs with weights ±1 [99].
4.6 Computational results
We tried to find the exact solutions for instances from standard graph coloring and clustering
instances. Our computer is equipped with Intel R© Xeon R© CPU at 2.40GHz, 8 GB RAM. The
code is compiled with GNU C++ compiler version 4.9.2. The IP solver is GUROBI version 8.1.
We were able to solve only 8 instances. The IP model producing the obtained results is the
CUT-PCUT one with so-called “lazy”-type constraints; we found that the best strategy is to add
one cut at a time. Given an integer solution by GUROBI, our callback checks the feasibility of
partition. If contiguity is violated, we add a cut and let IP solver proceed; if proximity is violated,
we also add the corresponding cut. Callbacks take little to no time to separate a solution; branching
through integer points appears to be the bottleneck though.
Table 4.1 reports the results. The columns in this table are denoted as follows:
• |V | - the number of vertices;
• |E| - the number of edges;
• ρ(G) - the edge density;
• χ(G) - the chromatic number;
• h(G) - Hadwiger’s number;
• Time - the number of seconds GUROBI took to find the optimum solution;
• Callbacks - the number of callbacks calls;
• Callback time - total cumulative time spent on callbacks.
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Graph name |V | |E| ρ(G) χ(G) h(G) Time Callbacks Callback Time
1-FullIns_3 30 100 0.23 4 11 61,212 14,503 1.26
myciel3 11 20 0.36 4 6 0.05 80 0.00
myciel4 23 71 0.28 5 10 53.06 1,652 0.08
queen5_5 25 160 0.53 5 14 11.45 841 0.05
r125.1c 125 7,501 0.97 46 85 37.87 296 0.06
MANN_a9 45 918 0.93 18 30 4.09 86 0.01
karate 34 78 0.14 5 6 7.13 3,116 0.1
johnson-8-2-4 28 210 0.54 6 16 31.10 463 0.03
Table 4.1: Hadwiger’s number for standard benchmark instances.
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5. SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND FUTURE WORK
This dissertation is centered around cluster detection and partitioning problems in networks.
Below, we revisit our contributions and provide some ideas about future research directions.
In Chapter 2 we studied the behavior of the maximum IUC problem and its generalization,
the maximum IUΠ problem, on uniform random graphs. We showed that the former problem has
a logarithmic upper bound, similarly to the maximum clique problem, which implies a subexpo-
nential algorithm. Moreover, stronger results were presented: for dense graphs, a solution to the
maximum IUC problem consists of a maximum clique and, maybe, some additional comparatively
“small” clusters. When randomness is balanced, i.e., p = 0.5, the probability of a graph to form
an IUC is can be described with an expression looking similar to that for the maximum clique,
but also involving the n-th Bell number, where n is the number of nodes in the graph. For the
maximum IUΠ problem, we present a set of sufficient conditions to check if for a given property
Π our logarithmic bound holds. We applied this method for a set of different properties such as
s-plex, s-defective clique, and γ-quasi clique. In the end of the chapter, we presented an alterna-
tive approach for finding upper bounds, utilizing the result for the maximum IUC problem. The
additional result covers the case when clusters are not completely independent, i.e., when there
still might be a fixed number of edges between them.
One of the interesting related research tasks is to develop an algorithm for finding the maximum
IUC on uniform random graphs in a greedy manner. Some of the algorithms for finding large
cliques are known [100], however there is still a gap between known bounds.
Additional research might focus on power-law graphs, which appear more often in practice. We
conjecture that behavior of an IUC will have nicely described properties, as those graphs have defi-
nite clustering characteristics. Also, algorithms which run especially well on this type of networks
are immensely valuable in practical applications.
Another research direction concerning the maximum IUC problem consists in developing effi-
cient scale reduction techniques. The following idea could be tried. It is known, that a large, sparse
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instance of the maximum clique problem can often be reduced to a much smaller instance using
degree and neighborhood related metrics [101]. The IUC problem is a so-called weak independent
set problem on the 3-uniform hypergraphs, where a single hyperedge corresponds to an open tri-
angle in the original graph. Evaluating “degrees”, “neighborhoods”, and other novel structures in
3-uniform hypergraphs may lead to scale reductions sought.
In Chapter 3 we revisited the Russian Doll Search algorithm. We proposed two directions to
parallelize it while preserving its signature pruning steps: parallelizing the first branching level or
parallelizing its main loop. We used shared-memory and distributed-memory models to implement
these ideas. Using a parallel version of the algorithm makes the comparison to IP-based approaches
more fair, as typically IP solvers utilize parallel capabilities of modern computers. In addition, we
emphasized an important property of a verifier that may drastically improve the running time.
Based on this observation, we improved the verifier for the maximum IUC problem from quadratic
time to linear, and came up with a constant time verifier for the maximum biclique problem.
The very first question left unanswered concerns the efficiency of our parallelizations. We do
not claim that our approaches keep CPU utilization at highest levels and not idling. Hence, any
insights in this direction might be interesting for enhancing parallel search.
Another direction to explore is motivated by Chapter 2. Given a verifier for any property Π, can
we efficiently build a new verifier for IUΠ? For a clique we know that there is a linear time one.
However, checking every connected (or, even worse, independent) component to satisfy property
Π appears to be inefficient.
In Chapter 4 we presented the first computational study for the problem of finding the Had-
wiger’s number of a graph. A closely related conjecture is well-know to graph theorists and
mathematicians, but attracted limited attention in Operations Research community. We split the
problem into two subptasks: enforcing contiguity and proximity. We presented several IP for-
mulations and a projection relation between them. The problem remains extremely hard even on
small graphs, and a state of the art IP solver was able to solve only small instances with advanced
usage of lazy-type constraints. In addition, we presented a basic scale-reduction algorithm based
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on biconnected components of a graph, as well as a quick greedy heuristic. We provided results
of extensive computational experiments with a testbed consisting of standard graph clustering and
coloring instances (see Appendix B).
There are still many unanswered questions regarding Hadwiger’s number of a graph, putting
aside the famous conjecture. The first one concerns an effective exact combinatorial algorithm. The
main challenge is that the number of different partitions is much larger than the number of subsets,
making efficient pruning strategies paramount. We proposed a scheme for such algorithms in
Section B.3. Another important direction of future research consists in developing more efficient
scale reduction techniques. It is natural to expect that finding Hadwiger’s number is an “easy”
problem on sparse graphs, hence suitable degree/degeneracy techniques may exist. We propose an
interesting idea to reduce the size of a network for computing its Hadwiger’s number. Suppose we
have a good upper bound on the solution. Then, setting xii to either 0 or 1 and comparing integer
relaxation to that bound, we might be able to fix its value permanently. Hence, it could be useful to
be able to compute such bounds. One of the methods to try is semi-definite programming, which
can potentially utilize our EDGE formulation. In addition, it would be interesting to investigate
the relationship between EDGE and PCUT formulations. Results of our experiments suggest that
PCUT is stronger than EDGE.
Even though Hadwiger’s number is important from a theoretical perspective, we believe that
it should have various real-life applications because of the correspondence to a certain optimal
partitioning. Here we provide a potential application scenario. Suppose we are given a partitioning
which satisfies contiguity and proximity. Then every two nodes are: i) in the same partition and
there exists a path between them; ii) in different partitions and there exists a path with at most one
edge which does not belong to a single partition. We call edges that fully belong to a partition and
are necessary for contiguity (partition’s tree) “secured”, and all other edges “unsecured”. Then,
partitioning corresponding to Hadwiger’s number ensures that there is a path with at most one
“unsecured” edge between every two nodes. Consider a network to be a communication network
with the ability to secure edges. Given a completely unsecured network, what is the minimum
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number of edges we have to make secure, so that the network becomes “almost secured”? This
question demonstrates a strong connection to the problem of finding Hadwiger’s number.
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APPENDIX A
RUSSIAN DOLL SEARCH COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS
A.1 IUC and MPC performance
The following two tables demonstrate improvements for IUC and MPC (complement of IUC).
The columns are:
• Graph : graph file name;
• RDSe obj. : size of the best solution in [1];
• RDSe time : time in seconds in [1];
• RDSver obj. : size of the best solution of sequential RDS, Algorithm 2, with verifier de-
scribed in Algorithm 7;
• RDSver time : time in seconds of sequential RDS, Algorithm 2, with verifier described in
Algorithm 7;
• RDSpar obj. : size of the best solution of parallel RDS, Algorithm 9, and verifier described
in Algorithm 7;
• RDSpar time : time in seconds of parallel RDS, Algorithm 9, with verifier described in
Algorithm 7.
All computations were performed on 15 threads. The PC features are Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU
E5620 at 2.40GHz, 8 GB RAM, compiled with GNU C++ compiler version 4.9.2 with -O2 opti-
mization option. The time limit was 10 hours and denoted as †.
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Table A.1: Comparison of RDS performance on maximum IUC problem against [1].
Graph RDSe obj. RDSe time RDSver obj. RDSver time RDSpar obj. RDSpar time
brock200_1 21 201.54 21 204.113 21 31.39
brock200_2 15 29.74 15 34.73 15 4.56
brock200_3 15 4.24 15 5.01 15 0.6
brock200_4 17 5.46 17 3.66 17 1.01
brock400_1 23 † 23 (86) † 27 33165
brock400_2 23 † 24 (74) † 29 9544.67
brock400_3 23 † 29 (26) † 31 4451.27
brock400_4 33 31,345.19 33 12,534.50 33 2344.3
brock800_1 20 † 20 (231) † 21(101) †
brock800_2 20 † 20 (244) † 22 (106) †
brock800_3 20 † 20 (219) † 22 (66) †
c-fat200-1 130 0.87 130 0.09 130 0.13
c-fat200-2 134 1.07 134 0.09 134 0.14
c-fat200-5 115 0.51 115 0.05 115 0.08
c-fat500-10 313 67.40 313 2.59 313 2.85
c-fat500-1 332 90.31 332 3.23 332 3.57
c-fat500-2 326 83.71 326 2.99 326 3.36
c-fat500-5 313 67.58 313 2.53 313 2.82
DSJC500_5 17 † 17 (8) † 17 6304.72
gen200_p0.9_44 34 † 36 (58) † 37 (48) †
gen200_p0.9_55 42 † 45 (29) † 55 10254.20
gen400_p0.9_55 36 † 36 (267) † 38 †
gen400_p0.9_65 33 † 36 (254) † 38 (246) †
gen400_p0.9_75 36 † 36 (258) † 37 (249) †
hamming6-2 32 0.01 32 0.00 32 0.00
hamming6-4 16 0.11 16 0.11 16 0.04
hamming8-2 128 0.99 128 0.11 128 0.17
hamming8-4 16 60.16 16 40.15 16 7.95
hamming10-2 512 1,009.13 512 32.45 512 26.98
Continued on next page
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Graph RDSe obj. RDSe time RDSver obj. RDSver time RDSpar obj. RDSpar time
hamming10-4 18 † 18 (672) † 18 (639) †
johnson8-2-4 7 0.01 7 0.00 7 0.00
johnson8-4-4 14 0.01 14 0.00 14 0.00
johnson16-2-4 15 1.69 15 1.09 15 0.24
johnson32-2-4 31 † 31 (251) † 31 (230) †
MANN_a9 16 0.01 16 0.00 16 0.00
MANN_a27 119 † 119 (24) † 119 (24) †
keller4 15 3.02 15 2.00 15 0.45
p_hat300-1 33 † 36 (127) † 36 (115) †
p_hat300-2 32 † 33 (1) † 33 12688.70
p_hat300-3 31 † 33 (37) † 36 33545.00
p_hat500-1 34 † 37 (313) † 38 (298) †
p_hat500-2 35 † 37 (154) † 38 (130) †
p_hat500-3 36 † 38 (230) † 39 (218) †
p_hat700-1 33 † 35 (543) † 36 (533) †
p_hat700-2 37 † 37 (404) † 42 (377) †
p_hat700-3 35 † 38 (406) † 38 (394) †
san200_0.7_1 30 5,026.53 30 1,878.41 30 584.52
san200_0.7_2 17 † 17 (29) † 18 35417.50
san200_0.9_1 37 † 38 (88) † 39 (84) †
san200_0.9_2 36 † 51 (25) † 60 10386.20
san200_0.9_3 33 † 33 (70) † 34 (58) †
san400_0.5_1 29 † 30 (130) † 33 (89) †
san400_0.7_1 22 † 22 (255) † 22 (253) †
san400_0.7_2 18 † 19 (223) † 20 (203) †
san400_0.7_3 16 † 16 (198) † 17 (164) †
san400_0.9_1 42 † 44 (262) † 44 (259) †
sanr200_0.7 18 21.55 18 16.34 18 3.36
sanr200_0.9 35 † 35 (62) † 36 (51) †
sanr400_0.5 17 12,622.94 17 9,443.44 17 1261.48
Continued on next page
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Graph RDSe obj. RDSe time RDSver obj. RDSver time RDSpar obj. RDSpar time
sanr400_0.7 21 † 21 33,371.8 21 4188.17
Table A.2: Comparison of RDS performance on maximum MPC problem against [1].
Graph RDSe obj. RDSe time RDSver obj. RDSver time RDSpar obj. RDSpar time
brock200_1 24 † 24 (31) † 28 23251
brock200_2 14 37.31 14 26.84 14 5.42
brock200_3 18 775.64 18 486.36 18 102.51
brock200_4 20 5,652.76 20 3050.92 20 587.91
brock400_1 25 † 25 (223) † 26 (213) †
brock400_2 27 † 27 (209) † 27 (195) †
brock400_3 26 † 26 (218) † 26 (203) †
brock400_4 24 † 26 (219) † 26 (205) †
brock800_1 20 † 21 (542) † 22 (483) †
brock800_2 21 † 21 (550) † 22 (500) †
brock800_3 20 † 21 (583) † 21 (501) †
c-fat200-1 18 † 18 (103) † 18 (95) †
c-fat200-2 24 11.08 24 6.42 24 2.29
c-fat200-5 58 0.02 58 0.01 58 0.01
c-fat500-10 126 0.86 126 0.12 126 0.18
c-fat500-1 40 † 40 (407) † 40 (406) †
c-fat500-2 20 † 20 (407) † 20 (399) †
c-fat500-5 64 4.83 64 2.84 64 1.42
DSJC500_5 17 † 17 (13) † 17 7405.23
gen200_p0.9_44 37 † 38 (105) † 38 (101) †
gen200_p0.9_55 37 † 37 (111) † 38 (108) †
gen400_p0.9_55 37 † 39 (309) † 41 (303) †
gen400_p0.9_65 40 † 44 (288) † 44 (285) †
gen400_p0.9_75 37 † 38 (302) † 42 (293) †
Continued on next page
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Graph RDSe obj. RDSe time RDSver obj. RDSver time RDSpar obj. RDSpar time
hamming6-2 32 0.01 32 0.00 32 0.00
hamming6-4 14 0.01 14 0.00 14 0.00
hamming8-2 128 2.29 128 0.28 128 0.31
hamming8-4 32 † 32 (12) † 32 17234.50
hamming10-2 512 2,424.65 512 84.62 512 64.58
hamming10-4 32 † 32 (780) † 36 (760) †
johnson8-2-4 7 0.01 7 0.00 7 0.00
johnson8-4-4 16 0.73 16 0.29 16 0.09
johnson16-2-4 15 † 15 (5) † 15 10146.10
johnson32-2-4 31 † 31 (426) † 31 (423) †
MANN_a9 36 0.03 36 0.01 36 0.01
MANN_a27 351 † 351 (21) † 351 (21) †
keller4 26 65.85 26 29.12 26 10.17
p_hat300-1 37 † 37 (33) † 37 (22) †
p_hat300-2 31 23,452.41 31 7,880 31 2534.82
p_hat300-3 36 † 37 (132) † 38 (110) †
p_hat500-1 36 † 38 (191) † 40 (178) †
p_hat500-2 36 † 37 (192) † 38 (161) †
p_hat500-3 36 † 37 (341) † 39 (329) †
p_hat700-1 39 † 42 (402) † 42 (395) †
p_hat700-2 35 † 35 (360) † 36 (305) †
p_hat700-3 34 † 40 (495) † 41 (491) †
san200_0.7_1 105 0.33 105 0.07 105 0.06
san200_0.7_2 134 1.05 134 0.11 134 0.15
san200_0.9_1 125 7.31 125 3.25 125 1.48
san200_0.9_2 105 8,155.61 105 2,774.00 105 979.82
san200_0.9_3 100 848.55 100 283.4 100 123.92
san400_0.5_1 214 10.05 214 0.62 214 0.83
san400_0.7_1 200 7.42 200 0.56 200 0.73
san400_0.7_2 205 8.21 205 0.86 205 0.76
Continued on next page
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Graph RDSe obj. RDSe time RDSver obj. RDSver time RDSpar obj. RDSpar time
san400_0.7_3 216 10.35 216 0.90 216 0.90
san400_0.9_1 200 1,036.64 200 366.11 200 136.85
sanr200_0.7 22 † 22 25519.9 22 4917.71
sanr200_0.9 36 † 37 (106) † 37 (103) †
sanr400_0.5 16 17,000.38 16 11341.10 16 1565.13
sanr400_0.7 22 † 23 (186) † 24 (155) †
A.2 Biclique performance
The next table presents results of parallel RDS performance with biclique verification proce-
dure. The columns are:
• |V | - number of vertices;
• |E| - number of edges;
• ρ(G) - graph density in percents;
• ω(G) - clique number;
• bc(G) - the best biclique found by Algorithm 9;
• i∗ - the last µ[i∗] computed by Algorithm 9;
• Time - time taken in seconds; † means time limit of 600 seconds.
Table A.3: RDS performance for the maximum biclique problem.
Graph |V | |E| ρ(G) ω(G) bc(G) i∗ Time
brock200_1.clq 200 14,834 74.54 21 11 0 0.38
brock200_2.clq 200 9,876 49.62 12 13 0 0.51
brock200_3.clq 200 12,048 60.54 15 12 0 0.45
Continued on next page
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Graph |V | |E| ρ(G) ω(G) bc(G) i∗ Time
brock200_4.clq 200 13,089 65.77 17 12 0 0.41
brock400_1.clq 400 59,723 74.84 27 13 0 13.41
brock400_2.clq 400 59,786 74.92 29 13 0 9.88
brock400_3.clq 400 59,681 74.78 31 13 0 12.29
brock400_4.clq 400 59,765 74.89 33 13 0 12.59
brock800_1.clq 800 207,505 64.92 23 15 180 †
brock800_2.clq 800 208,166 65.13 24 15 186 †
brock800_3.clq 800 207,333 64.87 25 15 227 †
brock800_4.clq 800 207,643 64.97 26 15 178 †
c-fat200-1.clq 200 1,534 7.70 12 18 117 †
c-fat200-2.clq 200 3,235 16.25 24 9 11 †
c-fat200-5.clq 200 8,473 42.57 58 3 0 0.20
c-fat500-1.clq 500 4,459 3.57 14 40 409 †
c-fat500-10.clq 500 46,627 37.37 126 4 0 2.96
c-fat500-2.clq 500 9,139 7.32 26 20 419 †
c-fat500-5.clq 500 23,191 18.59 64 8 251 †
hamming10-2.clq 1,024 518,656 99.02 512 4 0 3.80
hamming10-4.clq 1,024 434,176 82.89 40 34 708 †
hamming6-2.clq 64 1,824 90.47 32 4 0 0.00
hamming6-4.clq 64 704 34.92 4 14 0 0.01
hamming8-2.clq 256 31,616 96.86 128 4 0 0.06
hamming8-4.clq 256 20,864 63.92 16 32 0 111.82
johnson16-2-4.clq 120 5,460 76.47 8 15 0 1.41
johnson32-2-4.clq 496 107,880 87.87 16 31 407 †
johnson8-2-4.clq 28 210 55.55 4 7 0 0.02
johnson8-4-4.clq 70 1,855 76.81 14 10 0 0.03
keller4.clq 171 9,435 64.91 11 19 0 1.43
keller5.clq 776 225,990 75.15 27 32 342 †
keller6.clq 3,361 4,619,898 81.81 59 32 2,944 †
MANN_a27.clq 378 70,551 99.01 126 6 0 0.13
Continued on next page
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Graph |V | |E| ρ(G) ω(G) bc(G) i∗ Time
MANN_a45.clq 1,035 533,115 99.63 345 6 0 2.39
MANN_a81.clq 3,321 5,506,380 99.88 1,100 6 0 94.17
MANN_a9.clq 45 918 92.72 16 6 0 0.19
p_hat1000-1.clq 1,000 122,253 24.47 10 34 734 †
p_hat1000-2.clq 1,000 244,799 49.00 46 34 483 †
p_hat1000-3.clq 1,000 371,746 74.42 68 15 240 †
p_hat1500-1.clq 1,500 284,923 25.34 12 39 1,214 †
p_hat1500-2.clq 1,500 568,960 50.60 65 36 1,018 †
p_hat1500-3.clq 1,500 847,244 75.36 94 14 773 †
p_hat300-1.clq 300 10,933 24.37 8 36 63 †
p_hat300-2.clq 300 21,928 48.89 25 27 0 4.53
p_hat300-3.clq 300 33,390 74.44 36 13 0 2.47
p_hat500-1.clq 500 31,569 25.30 9 35 241 †
p_hat500-2.clq 500 62,946 50.45 36 36 4 †
p_hat500-3.clq 500 93,800 75.19 50 14 0 31.30
p_hat700-1.clq 700 60,999 24.93 11 38 443 †
p_hat700-2.clq 700 121,728 49.75 44 38 250 †
p_hat700-3.clq 700 183,010 74.80 62 14 3 †
san1000.clq 1,000 250,500 50.15 15 134 0 0.42
san200_0.7_1.clq 200 13,930 70 30 15 0 0.03
san200_0.7_2.clq 200 13,930 70 18 24 0 0.02
san200_0.9_1.clq 200 17,910 90 70 8 0 0.03
san200_0.9_2.clq 200 17,910 90 60 8 0 0.05
san200_0.9_3.clq 200 17,910 90 44 10 0 0.03
san400_0.5_1.clq 400 39,900 50 13 62 0 0.07
san400_0.7_1.clq 400 55,860 70 40 20 0 1.15
san400_0.7_2.clq 400 55,860 70 30 28 0 0.40
san400_0.7_3.clq 400 55,860 70 22 38 0 0.17
san400_0.9_1.clq 400 71,820 90 100 10 0 0.67
sanr200_0.7.clq 200 13,868 69.68 18 12 0 0.35
Continued on next page
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Graph |V | |E| ρ(G) ω(G) bc(G) i∗ Time
sanr200_0.9.clq 200 17,863 89.76 42 8 0 0.06
sanr400_0.5.clq 400 39,984 50.10 13 14 0 53.77
sanr400_0.7.clq 400 55,869 70.01 21 14 0 22.24
adjnoun.graph 112 425 6.83 5 53 0 93.15
as-22july06.graph 22,963 48,436 0.01 17 917 22,031 †
astro-ph.graph 16,706 121,251 0.08 57 98 15,866 †
celegans_metabolic.graph 453 2,025 1.97 9 62 358 †
celegansneural.graph 297 2,148 4.88 8 71 166 †
chesapeake.graph 39 170 22.94 5 17 0 0.01
cond-mat.graph 16,726 47,594 0.03 18 99 16,083 †
cond-mat-2003.graph 31,163 120,029 0.02 25 255 30,074 †
cond-mat-2005.graph 40,421 175,691 0.02 30 223 39,246 †
dolphins.graph 62 159 8.40 5 28 0 0.18
email.graph 1,133 5,451 0.85 12 114 996 †
football.graph 115 613 9.35 9 21 11 †
hep-th.graph 8,361 15,751 0.04 24 149 7,415 †
jazz.graph 198 2,742 14.05 30 30 60 †
karate.graph 34 78 13.90 5 20 0 0.01
lesmis.graph 77 254 8.68 10 34 0 0.02
memplus.graph 17,758 54,196 0.03 97 4,225 9,307 †
netscience.graph 1,589 2,742 0.21 20 86 1,250 †
PGPgiantcompo.graph 10,680 24,316 0.04 25 3,361 7,293 †
polblogs.graph 1,490 16,715 1.50 20 98 1,090 †
polbooks.graph 105 441 8.07 6 43 0 3.13
power.graph 4,941 6,594 0.05 6 62 4,831 †
Cit-HepTh.txt 27,769 352,285 0.09 23 193 27,562 †
Wiki-Vote.txt 7,115 100,762 0.39 17 249 6,817 †
1-FullIns_3.col 30 100 22.98 3 14 0 0.00
1-FullIns_4.col 93 593 13.86 3 45 0 0.05
1-FullIns_5.col 282 3,247 8.19 3 95 111 †
Continued on next page
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Graph |V | |E| ρ(G) ω(G) bc(G) i∗ Time
1-Insertions_4.col 67 232 10.49 2 32 0 0.01
1-Insertions_5.col 202 1,227 6.04 2 68 67 †
1-Insertions_6.col 607 6,337 3.44 2 203 338 †
2-FullIns_3.col 52 201 15.15 4 25 0 0.02
2-FullIns_4.col 212 1,621 7.24 4 105 37 †
2-FullIns_5.col 852 12,201 3.36 4 214 582 †
2-Insertions_3.col 37 72 10.81 2 18 0 0.161
2-Insertions_4.col 149 541 4.90 2 74 0 210.03
2-Insertions_5.col 597 3,936 2.21 2 150 377 †
3-FullIns_3.col 80 346 10.94 5 37 0 0.07
3-FullIns_4.col 405 3,524 4.30 5 82 253 †
3-FullIns_5.col 2,030 33,751 1.63 5 407 1,558 †
3-Insertions_3.col 56 110 7.14 2 27 0 0.00
3-Insertions_4.col 281 1,046 2.65 2 57 171 †
3-Insertions_5.col 1,406 9,695 0.98 2 282 1074 †
4-FullIns_3.col 114 541 8.39 6 55 0 0.23
4-FullIns_4.col 690 6,650 2.79 6 116 500 †
4-FullIns_5.col 4,146 77,305 0.9 6 692 3391 †
4-Insertions_3.col 79 156 5.06 2 39 0 0.06
4-Insertions_4.col 475 1,795 1.59 2 80 339 †
5-FullIns_3.col 154 792 6.72 7 72 0 5.72
5-FullIns_4.col 1,085 11,395 1.93 7 156 857 †
abb313GPIA.col 1,557 53,356 4.40 8 313 0 0.72
anna.col 138 493 5.21 11 56 39 †
ash331GPIA.col 662 4,181 1.91 3 194 105 †
ash608GPIA.col 1,216 7,844 1.06 3 101 929 †
ash958GPIA.col 1,916 12,506 0.68 3 192 1365 †
C2000.5.col 2,000 999,836 50.01 16 15 1433 †
C4000.5.col 4,000 4,000,268 50.01 18 15 3441 †
david.col 87 406 10.85 11 36 0 107.05
Continued on next page
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Graph |V | |E| ρ(G) ω(G) bc(G) i∗ Time
DSJC1000.1.col 1,000 49,629 9.936 6 33 886 †
DSJC1000.5.col 1,000 249,826 50.02 15 16 391 †
DSJC1000.9.col 1,000 449,449 89.98 68 12 0 122.52
DSJC125.1.col 125 736 9.49 4 34 1 †
DSJC125.5.col 125 3,891 50.20 10 11 0 0.07
DSJC125.9.col 125 6,961 89.81 34 8 0 0.00
DSJC250.1.col 250 3,218 10.33 4 35 112 †
DSJC250.5.col 250 15,668 50.33 12 13 0 2.06
DSJC250.9.col 250 27,897 89.62 43 9 0 0.12
DSJC500.1.col 500 12,458 9.98 5 34 368 †
DSJC500.5.col 500 62,624 50.2 13 15 0 203.02
DSJC500.9.col 500 112,437 90.13 56 10 0 2.60
DSJR500.1.col 500 3,555 2.85 11 38 421 †
DSJR500.1c.col 500 121,275 97.21 83 25 0 0.08
DSJR500.5.col 500 58,862 47.18 122 7 0 4.17
flat1000_50_0.col 1,000 245,000 49.04 15 16 397 †
flat1000_60_0.col 1,000 245,830 49.21 15 15 426 †
flat1000_76_0.col 1,000 246,708 49.39 15 15 436 †
flat300_20_0.col 300 21,375 47.65 11 15 0 1.63
flat300_26_0.col 300 21,633 48.23 11 13 0 7.02
flat300_28_0.col 300 21,695 48.37 12 14 0 6.24
fpsol2.i.1.col 496 11,654 9.49 65 280 88 †
fpsol2.i.2.col 451 8,691 8.56 30 245 68 †
fpsol2.i.3.col 425 8,688 9.64 30 222 68 †
games120.col 120 638 8.93 9 22 16 †
homer.col 561 1,628 1.03 13 101 433 †
huck.col 74 301 11.14 11 27 0 6.16
inithx.i.1.col 864 18,707 5.01 54 565 71 †
inithx.i.2.col 645 13,979 6.73 31 365 61 †
inithx.i.3.col 621 13,969 7.25 31 360 61 †
Continued on next page
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Graph |V | |E| ρ(G) ω(G) bc(G) i∗ Time
jean.col 80 254 8.03 10 38 0 0.86
latin_square_10.col 900 307,350 75.97 90 18 0 63.82
le450_15a.col 450 8,168 8.08 15 37 329 †
le450_15b.col 450 8,169 8.08 15 41 332 †
le450_15c.col 450 16,680 16.51 15 27 290 †
le450_15d.col 450 16,750 16.58 15 27 285 †
le450_25a.col 450 8,260 8.17 25 41 343 †
le450_25b.col 450 8,263 8.17 25 33 352 †
le450_25c.col 450 17,343 17.16 25 31 281 †
le450_25d.col 450 17,425 17.24 25 28 294 †
le450_5a.col 450 5,714 5.65 5 34 360 †
le450_5b.col 450 5,734 5.67 5 36 354 †
le450_5c.col 450 9,803 9.70 5 34 324 †
le450_5d.col 450 9,757 9.65 5 33 329 †
miles1000.col 128 3,216 39.56 42 8 0 0.05
miles1500.col 128 5,198 63.95 73 5 0 0.01
miles250.col 128 387 4.76 8 35 39 †
miles500.col 128 1,170 14.39 20 18 3 †
miles750.col 128 2,113 25.99 31 12 0 1.44
mug100_1.col 100 166 3.35 3 33 0 244.96
mug100_25.col 100 166 3.35 3 31 7 †
mug88_1.col 88 146 3.81 3 29 0 185.40
mug88_25.col 88 146 3.814 3 29 0 112.48
mulsol.i.1.col 197 3,925 20.33 49 100 0 3.11
mulsol.i.2.col 188 3,885 22.10 31 90 34 †
mulsol.i.3.col 184 3,916 23.26 31 86 16 †
mulsol.i.4.col 185 3,946 23.18 31 86 34 †
mulsol.i.5.col 186 3,973 23.09 31 88 34 †
myciel3.col 11 20 36.36 2 6 0 0.00
myciel4.col 23 71 28.06 2 12 0 0.00
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Graph |V | |E| ρ(G) ω(G) bc(G) i∗ Time
myciel5.col 47 236 21.83 2 24 0 0.02
myciel6.col 95 755 16.90 2 48 0 0.33
myciel7.col 191 2,360 13.00 2 96 0 3.34
qg.order30.col 900 26,100 6.45 30 30 0 0.13
qg.order40.col 1,600 62,400 4.87 40 40 0 0.37
qg.order60.col 3,600 212,400 3.27 60 60 0 2.07
queen10_10.col 100 1,470 29.69 10 10 0 0.06
queen11_11.col 121 1,980 27.27 11 11 0 0.04
queen12_12.col 144 2,596 25.21 12 12 0 0.05
queen13_13.col 169 3,328 23.44 13 13 0 0.10
queen14_14.col 196 4,186 21.90 14 14 0 0.23
queen15_15.col 225 5,180 20.55 15 15 0 0.78
queen16_16.col 256 6,320 19.36 16 16 0 1.66
queen5_5.col 25 160 53.33 5 8 0 0.00
queen6_6.col 36 290 46.03 6 8 0 0.00
queen7_7.col 49 476 40.47 7 8 0 0.01
queen8_12.col 96 1,368 30 12 8 0 0.05
queen8_8.col 64 728 36.11 8 8 0 0.00
queen9_9.col 81 1,056 32.59 9 9 0 0.01
r1000.1.col 1,000 14,378 2.87 20 38 920 †
r1000.1c.col 1,000 485,090 97.11 91 43 0 0.67
r1000.5.col 1,000 238,267 47.70 234 7 0 194.07
r125.1.col 125 209 2.69 5 39 48 †
r125.1c.col 125 7,501 96.78 46 13 0 0.00
r125.5.col 125 3,838 49.52 36 6 0 0.02
r250.1.col 250 867 2.78 8 36 179 †
r250.1c.col 250 30,227 97.11 63 16 0 0.09
r250.5.col 250 14,849 47.70 65 6 0 0.30
school1.col 385 19,095 25.83 14 32 137 †
school1_nsh.col 352 14,612 23.65 14 31 114 †
Continued on next page
95
Graph |V | |E| ρ(G) ω(G) bc(G) i∗ Time
wap01a.col 2,368 110,871 3.95 41 17 2167 †
wap02a.col 2,464 111,742 3.68 40 29 2379 †
wap03a.col 4,730 286,722 2.56 40 20 4552 †
wap04a.col 5,231 294,902 2.15 40 56 5093 †
wap05a.col 905 43,081 10.53 50 15 626 †
wap06a.col 947 43,571 9.72 40 24 743 †
wap07a.col 1,809 103,368 6.32 40 19 1558 †
wap08a.col 1,870 104,176 5.96 40 29 1763 †
will199GPIA.col 701 6,772 2.76 6 110 321 †
zeroin.i.1.col 211 4,100 18.50 49 120 0 6.22
zeroin.i.2.col 211 3,541 15.98 30 127 0 103.99
zeroin.i.3.col 206 3,540 16.76 30 123 0 72.30
A.3 Plex and defective performance
The next tables provide computational experiments on standard benchmark instances consid-
ered in [2]. We could not entirely replicate the performance of previous algorithm, which is not
in public access and assume there were undisclosed algorithmic tricks, making their algorithm
efficient on huge sparse instances. Thus, we compare our parallel shared-memory version to our
sequential version, in addition to results in [2]. The columns are:
• |V | - number of vertices;
• |E| - number of edges;
• ρ(G) - graph density in percents;
• ω(G) - clique number;
• Vred - size of the reduced (peeled) instance;
• optG - the best solution found in [2];
96
• optseq - the best solution found by our sequential algorithm;
• optpar - the best solution found by our shared-memory parallel algorithm;
• i∗ - the last µ[i∗] computed by RDS;

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































HADWIGER’S NUMBER COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS
B.1 Scale reduction
This table shows the sizes of two largest bicomponents and total number of bicomponents.
Graph instances are from SNAP1 and DIMACS X Challenge2. The columns are:
• Graph : graph file name;
• |V | : number of vertices;
• |E| : number of edges;
• ρ̃(G) : density times 100%;
• # BCC : number of biconnected components;
• |C1| : size of the largest biconnected component;
• |C2| : size of the second largest biconnected component;
• Vred : size of the biconnected 3-core obtained from the largest biconnected 2-core by elimi-
nating vertices of degree 2 using the contraction of one of its incident edges.
Table B.1: Scale reduction computations.
Graph |V | |E| ρ̃(G) # BCC |C1| |C2| Vred
SNAP
amazon0302 262,111 899,792 0.00 7,849 248,019 107 241,418
amazon0312 400,727 2,349,869 0.00 20,241 378,225 58 362,338




Graph |V | |E| ρ̃(G) # BCC |C1| |C2| Vred
amazon0505 410,236 2,439,437 0.00 21,662 386,063 79 368,977
amazon0601 403,394 2,443,408 0.00 13,331 387,422 117 371,403
as20000102 6,474 12,572 0.06 2,458 4,009 4 1,525
as-caida20071105 26,475 53,381 0.02 10,195 16,264 4 5,587
as-skitter 1,696,415 11,095,298 0.00 238,721 1,443,769 214 1,186,973
ca-AstroPh 18,772 198,050 0.11 1,690 15,929 18 14,832
ca-CondMat 23,133 93,439 0.03 3,343 17,234 19 15,297
ca-GrQc 5,242 14,484 0.11 1,548 2,651 35 2,110
ca-HepPh 12,008 118,489 0.16 1,868 9,025 26 7,788
ca-HepTh 9,877 25,973 0.05 2,618 5,898 24 4,637
cit-HepPh 34,546 420,877 0.07 1,415 32,997 10 31,801
cit-HepTh 27,770 352,285 0.09 1,686 25,742 11 24,459
cit-Patents 3,774,768 16,518,947 0.00 678,955 3,090,253 12 2,690,920
com-amazon.ungraph 334,863 925,872 0.00 35,494 281,089 89 245,273
com-dblp.ungraph 317,080 1,049,866 0.00 68,360 211,409 33 174,924
com-lj.ungraph 3,997,962 34,681,189 0.00 840,916 3,120,286 95 2,703,852
com-orkut.ungraph 3,072,441 117,185,083 0.00 68,117 3,003,914 14 2,960,859
com-youtube.ungraph 1,134,890 2,987,624 0.00 673,661 452,060 17 288,538
email-Enron 36,692 183,831 0.03 12,093 20,416 70 17,775
email-EuAll 265,214 364,481 0.00 213,213 36,106 14 16,044
email-Eu-core 1,005 16,064 3.18 96 891 2 855
facebook_combined 4,039 88,234 1.08 90 3,698 191 3,623
loc-brightkite_edges 58,228 214,078 0.01 23,687 33,187 13 25,022
loc-gowalla_edges 196,591 950,327 0.00 56,260 137,519 15 108,410
p2p-Gnutella04 10,876 39,994 0.07 2,498 8,379 2 6,949
p2p-Gnutella05 8,846 31,839 0.08 2,012 6,830 4 5,769
p2p-Gnutella06 8,717 31,525 0.08 1,991 6,727 2 5,527
p2p-Gnutella08 6,301 20,777 0.10 1,766 4,535 2 3,668
p2p-Gnutella09 8,114 26,013 0.08 2,504 5,606 2 4,474
p2p-Gnutella24 26,518 65,369 0.02 10,990 15,519 2 11,566
Continued on next page
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Graph |V | |E| ρ̃(G) # BCC |C1| |C2| Vred
p2p-Gnutella25 22,687 54,705 0.02 9,326 13,347 3 9,827
p2p-Gnutella30 36,682 88,328 0.01 16,479 20,192 3 14,95
p2p-Gnutella31 62,586 147,892 0.01 28,762 33,812 3 24,440
roadNet-CA 1,965,206 2,766,607 0.00 381,366 1,563,362 462 1,150,341
roadNet-PA 1,088,092 1,541,898 0.00 219,142 863,105 42 639,084
roadNet-TX 1,379,917 1,921,660 0.00 293,694 1,050,434 24,092 761,358
soc-Epinions1 75,879 405,740 0.01 39,120 36,111 34 25,913
soc-LiveJournal1 4,847,571 42,851,237 0.00 1,133,883 3,665,291 120 3,137,049
soc-sign-epinions 131,828 711,210 0.01 67,177 58,221 14 41,619
soc-Slashdot0811 77,360 469,180 0.02 29,867 47,217 9 36,232
soc-Slashdot0902 82,168 504,230 0.01 30,288 51,528 11 39,431
twitter_combined 81,306 1,342,296 0.04 5,258 75,400 175 70,809
web-BerkStan 685,230 6,649,470 0.00 62,295 489,296 13,728 448,822
web-Google 875,713 4,322,051 0.00 175,274 641,997 384 554,913
web-NotreDame 325,729 1,090,108 0.00 167,543 134,958 614 98,705
web-Stanford 281,903 1,992,636 0.01 29,470 181,906 4,907 165,024
wiki-Talk 2,394,385 4,659,565 0.00 1,769,165 622,315 8 274,486
wiki-topcats 1,791,489 25,444,207 0.00 6,387 1,784,918 39 1,741,596
wiki-Vote 7,115 100,762 0.40 2,307 4,786 2 4,154
DIMACS X
adjnoun 112 425 6.84 11 102 2 90
af_shell10 1,508,065 25,582,130 0.00 1 1,508,065 0 1,508,065
af_shell9 504,855 8,542,010 0.01 1 504,855 0 504,855
as-22july06 22,963 48,436 0.02 8,010 14,939 4 5,051
astro-ph 16,706 121,251 0.09 1,905 12,672 18 11,668
audikw1 943,695 38,354,076 0.01 1 943,695 0 943,695
cage15 5,154,859 47,022,346 0.00 1 5,154,859 0 5,154,667
celegans_metabolic 453 2,025 1.98 16 423 6 412
citationCiteseer 268,495 1,156,647 0.00 44,467 220,937 40 187,936
coAuthorsCiteseer 227,320 814,134 0.00 48,393 142,245 42 121,361
Continued on next page
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Graph |V | |E| ρ̃(G) # BCC |C1| |C2| Vred
coAuthorsDBLP 299,067 977,676 0.00 65,636 197,448 33 163,247
cond-mat-2003 31,163 120,029 0.02 4,685 21,772 22 19,266
cond-mat-2005 40,421 175,691 0.02 5,446 29,560 30 26,465
cond-mat 16726 47,594 0.03 3,285 9,842 18 8,502
coPapersCiteseer 434,102 16,036,720 0.02 11,577 401,268 93 397,669
coPapersDBLP 540,486 15,245,729 0.01 17,066 503,601 58 497,845
dolphins 62 159 8.41 10 53 2 46
email 1,133 5,451 0.85 157 976 3 855
football 115 613 9.35 1 115 0 115
G_n_pin_pout 100,000 501,198 0.01 54 99,942 2 99,735
hep-th 8,361 15,751 0.05 2,312 3,673 24 2,843
jazz 198 2,742 14.06 6 193 2 188
karate 34 78 13.90 3 28 6 18
ldoor 952,203 22,785,136 0.01 1 952,203 0 952,203
lesmis 77 262 8.95 18 54 7 47
netscience 1,589 2,742 0.22 465 134 29 108
PGPgiantcompo 10,680 24,316 0.04 5,992 3,670 28 2,573
polblogs 1,490 16,715 1.51 142 1,081 3 976
polbooks 105 441 8.08 1 105 0 103
power 4,941 6,594 0.05 1,688 3,040 50 1282
preferentialAttachment 100,000 499,985 0.01 1 100,000 0 100,000
rgg_n_2_15_s0 32,768 160,240 0.03 39 32,713 4 32,620
rgg_n_2_16_s0 65,536 342,127 0.02 53 65,446 15 65,318
rgg_n_2_17_s0 131,072 728,753 0.01 27 131,028 9 130,885
rgg_n_2_18_s0 262,144 1,547,283 0.00 54 262,067 8 261,897
rgg_n_2_19_s0 524,288 3,269,766 0.00 49 524,214 7 524,028
rgg_n_2_20_s0 1,048,576 6,891,620 0.00 56 1,048,498 10 1,048,281
rgg_n_2_21_s0 2,097,152 14,487,995 0.00 58 2,097,075 4 2,096,810
rgg_n_2_22_s0 4,194,304 30,359,198 0.00 67 4,194,223 4 4,193,955
rgg_n_2_23_s0 8,388,608 63,501,393 0.00 57 8,388,540 4 8,388,213
Continued on next page
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Graph |V | |E| ρ̃(G) # BCC |C1| |C2| Vred
rgg_n_2_24_s0 16,777,216 132,557,200 0.00 69 16,777,128 5 16,776,805
smallworld 100,000 499,998 0.01 1 100,000 0 100,000
thermal2 1,227,087 3,676,134 0.00 1 1,227,087 0 1,227,078
uk-2002 18,520,486 261,787,258 0.00 2,545,565 14,234,976 3,999 12,943,118
B.2 Upper and lower bounds
The next table demonstrates the lower bound obtained by Algorithm 12 and upper bound from
Theorem 15 for coloring instances3. The columns are:
• Graph file : graph file name;
• |V | : number of vertices;
• |E| : number of edges;
• ρ(G) : density;
• χ(G) : chromatic number;
• ĥ(G) : lower bound from Algorithm 12;
• UB: upper bound from Theorem 15.
Table B.2: Lower and upper bounds for Hadwiger’s number on coloring instances.
Graph file |V | |E| ρ(G) χ(G) ĥ(G) UB
1-FullIns_3 30 100 0.23 4 9 13
1-FullIns_4 93 593 0.14 5 21 33
1-FullIns_5 282 3,247 0.08 6 43 78
Continued on next page
3https://turing.cs.hbg.psu.edu/txn131/graphcoloring.html
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Graph file |V | |E| ρ(G) χ(G) ĥ(G) UB
1-Insertions_4 67 232 0.1 5 12 19
1-Insertions_5 202 1,227 0.06 6 25 46
1-Insertions_6 607 6,337 0.03 7 49 108
2-FullIns_3 52 201 0.15 5 13 18
2-FullIns_4 212 1,621 0.07 6 29 54
2-FullIns_5 852 12,201 0.03 7 69 152
2-Insertions_3 37 72 0.11 4 5 10
2-Insertions_4 149 541 0.05 5 15 29
2-Insertions_5 597 3,936 0.02 6 36 83
3-FullIns_3 80 346 0.11 6 16 24
3-FullIns_4 405 3,524 0.04 7 41 80
3-Insertions_3 56 110 0.07 4 5 12
3-Insertions_4 281 1,046 0.03 5 19 40
3-Insertions_5 1,406 9,695 0.01 6 51 130
4-FullIns_3 114 541 0.08 7 19 30
4-FullIns_4 690 6,650 0.03 8 53 110
4-Insertions_3 79 156 0.05 4 5 14
4-Insertions_4 475 1,795 0.02 5 23 52
5-FullIns_3 154 792 0.07 8 22 37
5-FullIns_4 1,085 11,395 0.02 9 67 145
abb313GPIA 1,557 53,356 0.04 8-10 96 323
anna 138 493 0.05 11 12 28
ash331GPIA 662 4,181 0.02 4 33 85
ash608GPIA 1,216 7,844 0.01 4 43 116
ash958GPIA 1,916 12,506 0.01 4 42 147
C2000.5 2,000 999,836 0.5 99-145 - 1,414
C2000.9 2,000 1,799,532 0.9 ≤400 - 1,897
C4000.5 4,000 4,000,268 0.5 107-259 - 2,828
david 87 406 0.11 11 13 26
DSJC1000.1 1,000 49,629 0.1 10-20 141 313
Continued on next page
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Graph file |V | |E| ρ(G) χ(G) ĥ(G) UB
DSJC1000.5 1,000 249,826 0.5 73-82 295 706
DSJC1000.9 1,000 449,449 0.9 216-222 515 948
DSJC125.1 125 736 0.09 5 23 36
DSJC125.5 125 3,891 0.5 17 52 88
DSJC125.9 125 6,961 0.9 44 77 118
DSJC250.1 250 3,218 0.1 4-8 45 78
DSJC250.5 250 15,668 0.5 26-28 96 177
DSJC250.9 250 27,897 0.9 72 143 236
DSJC500.1 500 12,458 0.1 9-12 79 156
DSJC500.5 500 62,624 0.5 43-47 166 353
DSJC500.9 500 112,437 0.9 123-126 265 474
DSJR500.1 500 3,555 0.03 12 19 79
DSJR500.1c 500 121,275 0.97 85 284 492
DSJR500.5 500 58,862 0.47 122 193 343
flat1000_50_0 1,000 245,000 0.49 15-50 293 700
flat1000_60_0 1,000 245,830 0.49 14-60 - 701
flat1000_76_0 1,000 246,708 0.49 14-81 - 702
flat300_28_0 300 21,695 0.48 28 104 208
fpsol2.i.1 496 11,654 0.09 65 67 150
fpsol2.i.2 451 8,691 0.09 30 32 129
fpsol2.i.3 425 8,688 0.1 30 32 130
games120 120 638 0.09 9 20 33
homer 561 1,628 0.01 13 24 46
huck 74 301 0.11 11 11 21
inithx.i.1 864 18,707 0.05 54 57 190
inithx.i.2 645 13,979 0.07 31 32 164
inithx.i.3 621 13,969 0.07 31 32 164
jean 80 254 0.08 10 10 20
latin_square_10 900 307,350 0.76 90-97 - 784
le450_15a 450 8,168 0.08 15 63 125
Continued on next page
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Graph file |V | |E| ρ(G) χ(G) ĥ(G) UB
le450_15b 450 8,169 0.08 15 64 125
le450_15c 450 16,680 0.17 15 87 181
le450_15d 450 16,750 0.17 15 87 182
le450_25a 450 8,260 0.08 25 63 126
le450_25b 450 8,263 0.08 25 64 126
le450_25c 450 17,343 0.17 25 91 185
le450_25d 450 17,425 0.17 25 89 185
le450_5a 450 5,714 0.06 5 54 104
le450_5b 450 5,734 0.06 5 54 104
le450_5c 450 9,803 0.1 5 68 138
le450_5d 450 9,757 0.1 5 69 137
miles1000 128 3,216 0.4 42 49 80
miles1500 128 5,198 0.64 73 78 102
miles250 128 387 0.05 8 10 22
miles500 128 1,170 0.14 20 23 47
miles750 128 2,113 0.26 31 34 64
mug100_1 100 166 0.03 4 4 13
mug100_25 100 166 0.03 4 4 13
mug88_1 88 146 0.04 4 4 12
mug88_25 88 146 0.04 4 4 12
mulsol.i.1 197 3,925 0.2 49 51 87
mulsol.i.2 188 3,885 0.22 31 33 87
mulsol.i.3 184 3,916 0.23 31 33 87
mulsol.i.4 185 3,946 0.23 31 33 88
mulsol.i.5 186 3,973 0.23 31 32 88
myciel3 11 20 0.36 4 5 6
myciel4 23 71 0.28 5 8 11
myciel5 47 236 0.22 6 14 21
myciel6 95 755 0.17 7 24 37
myciel7 191 2,360 0.13 8 38 67
Continued on next page
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Graph file |V | |E| ρ(G) χ(G) ĥ(G) UB
qg.order100 10,000 990,000 0.02 100 - 1,401
qg.order30 900 26,100 0.06 30 59 226
qg.order40 1,600 62,400 0.05 40 - 350
qg.order60 3,600 212,400 0.03 60 - 647
queen10_10 100 2,940 0.59 11 29 76
queen11_11 121 3,960 0.55 11 34 89
queen12_12 144 5,192 0.5 12 37 101
queen13_13 169 6,656 0.47 13 43 115
queen14_14 196 4,186 0.22 14 47 90
queen15_15 225 5,180 0.21 15 52 101
queen5_5 25 160 0.53 5 13 18
queen6_6 36 290 0.46 7 16 24
queen7_7 49 476 0.4 7 20 30
queen8_12 96 1,368 0.3 12 28 51
queen8_8 64 728 0.36 9 23 37
queen9_9 81 1,056 0.33 10 26 45
r1000.1 1,000 14,378 0.03 20 45 165
r1000.1c 1,000 485,090 0.97 96-98 534 985
r1000.5 1,000 238,267 0.48 234 - 690
r125.1 125 209 0.03 5 6 9
r125.1c 125 7,501 0.97 46 84 122
r125.5 125 3,838 0.5 36 55 87
r250.1 250 867 0.03 8 10 36
r250.1c 250 30,227 0.97 64 153 246
r250.5 250 14,849 0.48 65 103 172
school1 385 19,095 0.26 14 97 194
school1_nsh 352 14,612 0.24 14 86 170
wap01a 2368 110,871 0.04 ≥41 148 467
wap02a 2464 111,742 0.04 ≥40 - 469
wap03a 4730 286,722 0.03 ≥40 - 752
Continued on next page
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Graph file |V | |E| ρ(G) χ(G) ĥ(G) UB
wap04a 5231 294,902 0.02 40-42 - 762
wap05a 905 43,081 0.11 50 111 291
wap06a 947 43,571 0.1 ≥40 110 293
wap07a 1809 103,368 0.06 40-41 - 452
wap08a 1870 104,176 0.06 ≥40 - 453
will199GPIA 701 6,772 0.03 7 42 111
zeroin.i.1 211 4,100 0.19 49 51 89
zeroin.i.2 211 3,541 0.16 30 33 83
zeroin.i.3 206 3,540 0.17 30 33 83
200
B.3 Enumerating partitions
Algorithm to list partitions in lexicographic order to allow efficient pruning of infeasible ones4.
Algorithm 13 Enumerate partitions in lexicographical order
1: LB = 0
2: procedure PARTITIONS(U , left, right, i, parts)
3: if U = ∅ then
4: if |parts| > LB then
5: LB = |parts| . better solution found
6: for j ∈ [i; |U |] do
7: left = left ∪U [j]
8: if left violates contiguity and proximity then
9: continue for loop
10: parts = parts ∪ left
11: U ′ ← U from j + 1
12: PARTITIONS(U ′, ∅, ∅, 0, parts)
13: remove last element from parts
14: PARTITION(U , left, right, j + 1, parts)
15: if i = 0 then
16: return
17: remove last element from left
18: right = right ∪U [j]
19: remove last |U | − i elements from right
20: return LB as h(G)
21: U = {1, . . . , |V |}
22: PARTITIONS(U , ∅, ∅, 0, ∅)
4We thank Mykyta Makovenko for his improvements and comments about the algorithm.
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